Abstract

Phyllotaxis patterns in plants, or the arrangement of leaves and flowers radially around the shoot, have fascinated both biologists and mathematicians for centuries. The current model of this process involves the lateral transport of the hormone auxin through the first layer of cells in the shoot apical meristem via the auxin efflux carrier protein PIN1. Locations around the meristem with high auxin concentration are sites of organ formation and differentiation. Many of the molecular players in this process are well known and characterized. Computer models composed of all these components are able to produce many of the observed phyllotaxis patterns. To understand which parts of this model have a large effect on the phenotype I automated parameter testing and tried many different parameter combinations. Results of this showed that cell size and meristem size should have the largest effect on phyllotaxis. This lead to three questions: (1) How is cell geometry regulated? (2) Does cell size affect auxin distribution? (3) Does meristem size affect phyllotaxis? To answer the first question I tracked cell divisions in live meristems and quantified the geometry of the cells and the division planes using advanced image processing techniques. The results show that cell shape is maintained by minimizing the length of the new wall and by minimizing the difference in area of the daughter cells. To answer the second question I observed auxin patterning in the meristem, shoot, leaves, and roots of Arabidopsis mutants with larger and smaller cell sizes. In the meristem and shoot, cell size plays an important role in determining the distribution of auxin. Observations of auxin in the root and leaves are less definitive. To answer the third question I measured meristem sizes and phyllotaxis patterns in mutants with altered meristem sizes. These results show that there is no correlation between meristem size and average divergence angle. But in an extreme case, making the meristem very small does lead to a switch on observed phyllotaxis in accordance with the model.
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Chapter 1

Analysis of Cell Divisions Patterns in the Arabidopsis Shoot Apical Meristem

1.1 Introduction

The Arabidopsis SAM is a structure at the tip of the shoot that is responsible for generating almost all of the above-ground tissue of the plant\textsuperscript{[1]}. Its epidermal and subepidermal cells are organized into layers with very few cells moving between layers\textsuperscript{[2, 3]}. When these cells expand they do so laterally, pushing other cells towards the periphery of the meristem. Division in these cells is anticlinal such that each layer remains one cell thick. Since plant cells are bound to each other by common walls and can’t move past each other, the position of the walls created during cytokinesis is critical to patterning and morphogenesis at the tissue and organ level.

1.1.1 Qualitative Observations

While the underlying mechanisms that control positioning of the cell plate are not completely known (discussed in detail later), the qualitative properties of meristematic cell division are well documented. Perhaps the three most well known of these observations are those of the 19th century
botanists Wilhelm Hofmeister, Léo Errera, and Julius von Sachs.

1. Errera observed that soap bubbles and plant cells often divide in much the same way; the plane of division corresponds to the shortest path that will halve the volume of the mother cell[4]. According to Errera (1888, section IV) the new wall will be a surface "mit constanter mittlerer Krümmung (= Minimalfläche) [with constant average curvature (minimal area)]". Since then, other authors have also compared plant tissue to soap foam, often suggesting that since the outcome is qualitatively similar, plant cells and soap bubbles may share a common underlying mechanism[5, 6, 7, 8]. In foams, surface tension causes the volume to be maximized while being bound by the least amount of material. Whether plant cells also use mechanical forces to govern locations of new walls has yet to be determined 125 years after Errera’s initial observation. Nevertheless, Errera’s rule is still used to describe plant cell division patterns. But since this rule does not specify a single, unique location for the new cell wall, more recent authors have added to this that the mother cell divides evenly[9, 10]. With these modifications, Errera’s rule is easily quantifiable.

2. Hofmeister observed that new cell walls usually form in a plane normal to the principal axis of cell elongation[11]. This rule is more difficult to quantify because the principal axis of cell elongation is often confused with the direction of growth. Cells are asymmetrical and hence a principal direction of cell elongation can easily be calculated (e.g., the principal axis of inertia or principal component of a segmentation). The assumption is often made that because the cell is more elongated in one direction that the primary growth of the cell has been along that direction, but this is not necessarily the case, as the elongation may be derived from a prior cell division. For example, if a symmetrical square divides into two rectangular cells, this does not mean that the two daughter cells have grown primarily along their longer axis. Quantification of cell growth direction is much more difficult: it requires the observation of matching points over time and varies with the internal and external tensile forces on the cell. It is not clear whether or not the instantaneous direction of cell growth or the longer-term average (e.g., as measured over a significant fraction of a cell generation) is more directly relevant to forming the division plane. Under compression, single cells tend to divide in a plane perpendicular to the long axis of the cell[12] which, similar to Errera’s rule, could indicate a mechanical basis for cell wall placement.

3. Sachs observed that new cell walls form in a plane perpendicular to existing cell walls and that the daughter cells are of equal volume[13]. These rules are an accurate description of cells that
have already divided but do not necessarily allow one to predict the plane of division in a cell that has yet to divide since there are often multiple wall positions that fulfil Sachs’ rules as illustrated by Minc and Piel[14] in Figure 1.

Other qualitative observations are that cell walls tend to avoid four-way junctions[15] and that cell division planes tend to be staggered, like bricks in a wall[16]. Since chemical signals can be induced by physical interactions such as mechanical stress and strain it is conceivable that these geometric indicators are merely emergent properties of the underlying physico-chemical interaction processes that drives cell division. While most of the geometric observations tend to be true most of the time, none of them are true all of the time, and it is not possible for all of them to be true at once. For example, the actual growth direction is rarely in alignment with the principal geometric axis of the cell and hence the division cannot simultaneously satisfy shortest length and perpendicularity requirements. Such conflicting results can in principle be resolved by minimizing a sum of potential functions[17], and insight into the underlying mechanisms can often be gained by examining the results of the optimization.

1.1.2 Mechanism of Cell Plate Positioning

The earliest work to determine the mechanism of division plane formation in plant cells were observations of (what would be later known as) the mitotic spindle and phragmoplast (the scaffold for the cell plate that eventually becomes the wall)[18, 19, 20]. These early observations lead to the discovery of the preprophase band, which is the earliest known indication of the future location of the phragmoplast[21]. The preprophase band is a gathering of microtubules into a circular (not spherical) structure at the periphery of the cell, just inside the plasma membrane. The accumulation of microtubules forms bundle structures[22, 23] that probably also include γ-tubulin ring complex elements as well as other microtubule binding proteins[24, 25, 26].

Though there is still not much evidence that the preprophase band is directly responsible for positioning the phragmoplast, it has been shown to be necessary for non-random positioning in most Arabidopsis cell types aside from endosperm[27] and meiocytes[28]. In tissue culture Arabidopsis cells often lack a preprophase band and exhibit random phragmoplast positioning[29]. Additionally, tissue treated with small molecules that depolymerize microtubules and tissue with genetically inhibited microtubules also exhibit random phragmoplast positioning[30, 31, 32, 33, 34].

So the cell plate, in most cases, is positioned by the organization of the preprophase band. But this
changes the question "how is the cell plate positioned?" to "how is the preprophase band positioned?" This is accomplished through a variety of proteins homologous to those in animal centrosome complexes even though plant cells lack centrosomes. For example, the TON1 proteins interact with the preprophase band, the cortical microtubules and the CEN proteins[35]. TON2 mutants display disorganization of the interphase cortical microtubule array and also lack a preprophase band[36]. MOR1, a microtubule binding protein of the MAP25 class, is also required for orderly cortical microtubule arrays and mutants display random phragmoplast orientation[37]. CLASP is typically found along microtubules enriched at the positive end of microtubules[38] and near the plasma membrane and prevents edge-induced microtubule depolymerization, a process that occurs when a microtubule oriented perpendicular to the plasma membrane encounters a sharp cell edge such as those found at a three way junction[39]. Other plant-specific proteins (non-homologous to animal proteins) are involved as well, such as many members of the TRM family which link the TON1 proteins to microtubules[40].

These proteins are all necessary parts of a system guiding the cytoskeleton of Arabidopsis cells but still don’t provide a mechanism by which positioning of the preprophase band and phragmoplast are controlled. For a short time CLASP looked like a possible master regulator of preprophase band positioning. It was thought to localize laterally within growing cells and be necessary for the maintenance of the cortical microtubules in such a way that promotes anticlinal (parallel to the apical basal axis) divisions, at least within the meristem. Further, it was suggested that MAP65 expression causes CLASP to relocate within the cell and subsequently causes periclinal (perpendicular to the apical basal axis) divisions[41]. This provided a direct link between the transcription of a gene and the positioning of the division plate and provided an obvious mechanism for different cell types to alter their division patterns. But this paper as well as another related paper[42] were retracted because the data were faked so I find it unlikely that this particular connection is true.

While we still don’t have a molecular mechanism for the positioning of the cell plate, it is evident that microtubules play a major part in the process. And since there is strong evidence that mechanical forces experienced by cells can influence the position of the cytoskeleton, it is tantalizing to think stress or strain act as regulators of the cell plate positioning process.
1.1.3 Stress and Strain as Controlling Factors in Cell Division

If mechanical forces are the significant driver of wall placement this would suggest that (a) the plant cells can somehow detect and respond to mechanical stress/strain, perhaps through some intermediary signalling mechanism, and that (b) the geometric observations are indicators that emerge as a consequence of the physically induced signalling and not the ultimate cause of cell division. None of these observations are sufficient to predict the orientation of the division plane with any confidence; in fact, they are sometimes in conflict, e.g., the current growth direction at any given time results from a complex interaction of mechanical stresses and strains and is not necessarily in alignment with the principal geometric axis of the cell and hence the division cannot simultaneously satisfy shortest length and perpendicularity requirements. Conflicting results can in principle be resolved by minimizing a sum of potential functions[17].

1.1.4 Modeling

Additionally, recent work by Besson and Dumais suggests that cell division in plants is inherently random[9]. The new wall tends to find a global minimum length but in situations where there are multiple similar local minima the global minimum is not necessarily chosen.

Previously we looked at cell divisions in the shoot meristem using two dimensional maximum intensity projections[43]. Some of the results from that work may have been biased due to the inconsistent perspective on cells in the peripheral zone compared to the center created by projecting a 3D object into 2D space. Since the meristem is dome-shaped, when projecting the meristem from the top the cells in the center are viewed perpendicularly while the cells towards the edges are viewed at an angle. This non-perpendicular viewing angle distorts the lengths of the cell walls and the angles at which the walls join each other. To rectify that problem the geometry of the cells must be examined in 3D. Here we expand on earlier work with new image processing techniques to analyze the division patterns in 3 dimensions. By using the image processing software MorphoGraphX[44] we were able to reconstruct the cell boundaries in the first layer of a growing SAM [44].

Having a 3-dimensional model of the structure of the L1 layer over time allowed us to generate a model composed of a set of functions, each incorporating a different feature from the observed cell divisions. The functions each contribute a single term to a greater potential function and new walls are predicted to form where the combined potential is reduced. This model also brought to light some of the shortcomings of previously proposed plant cell division rules. Additionally, these data
allowed us to make new observations of the dynamics of cell expansion and division in different regions of the SAM.

1.2 Methods

1.2.1 Plants

Seeds from the pUBQ:tdTomato-29-1 line in the L-er background were sterilized with 70% ethanol and added to agar plates containing MS and sucrose (30g/L). After a 3-day vernalization at 4°C, seeds were germinated under constant light at room temperature. 10 days after germination, plants were transferred to boxes containing solid growth medium and grown under constant light at room temperature. Plastic boxes 4cm high were prepared under sterile conditions and filled 1cm high with a growth media consisting of MS, MS vitamins, and agar. 1 thin layer of agar without MS was poured on top of the solid MS agar.

1.2.2 Time-Series Images

Laser scanning confocal images of four different Arabidopsis meristems were taken at 2 hour intervals during which 207 cell divisions were observed. To image the meristems, the boxes containing the plants were filled with sterile water and placed under the microscope objective. A 63x 0.95NA Achromat objective was used for imaging. Z-stacks containing 20 optical sections were acquired using a Zeiss LSM 510 with 543nm laser, 543nm dichroic mirror, 560nm longpass filter, 2µs second scan time per pixel, a resolution of 0.25um(X) by 0.25um(Y) by 1.0um(Z) creating images of 512x512 pixels.

1.2.3 Static Images

For comparison geometric statistics were also measured on a collection of 12 additional images of four different meristems at different time points (approximately 200 cells per image). Arabidopsis seeds of the L-er background were germinated on soil under constant light at room temperature. When the shoots bolted, flowers and flower primordia were dissected from the inflorescence. The meristems were cut from the shoot 1cm below the top and inserted into dishes of solid agar. The meristems were stained with 10uM FM4-64 (Invitrogen) at 4°C for 15 minutes. The meristems were
then washed with distilled water to remove the excess stain and the dishes were filled with distilled water. The same microscope parameters from the time series imaging were used here.

### 1.2.4 Image Processing

Z-stacks in LSM format were first converted into a TIF series using ImageJ[45] and the LSMToolbox plugin. The functions performed in ImageJ were

1. Import (LSMToolbox plugin)
2. Conversion to 8-bit from 12-bit (Zeiss LSM510 by default captures images in 12-bit)
3. Reverse the image order so the first image is now the last image
4. Save as TIF series

These series of TIF images were then imported into MorphoGraphX. The cell boundaries of the L1 were extracted and segmented using the general methods described previously[44].

Z-stacks in LSM format were first converted into TIF series using ImageJ[45] and the LSMToolbox plugin. These series of TIF images were then imported into MorphoGraphX[44]. The surface of the meristem was extracted using the Closing, Edge_Detect, and Marching_Cubes_Surface functions. The surface mesh was then smoothed and subdivided to around 500,000 vertices. The fluorescent signal from 0 to 3\(\mu m\) below the surface was projected onto the surface mesh. Segmentation seeds were added by manually clicking in the center of each cell. The surface image was then segmented using the seeds. Cells were created from the segmented boundaries with a minimum of 1\(\mu m\) between vertices. The full Python code used to automate this method is as follows.

The Python code to generate the 3D mesh was as follows:

```python
Stack.Resize_Canvas("Yes","Yes",0,0,20)
Stack.Shift_Stack(0,0,10)
Stack.Average(1,1,1,1)
Stack.Closing(15,15,3)
Stack.Edge_Detect(50000,2,0.3,30000)
Mesh.Marching_Cubes_Surface(5,5000)
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
Mesh.Subdivide()
```
Manual seeding of each cell in the image was then performed followed by this Python code

```python
Mesh.Segment_Mesh(20000)
count = 0
while count < 2:
    try:
        Mesh.Make_Cells(1)
        break
    except:
        Mesh.Fix_Corners()
        Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
        Mesh.Segment_Mesh(20000)
    count += 1
```

The cells generated by this were exported to a text file for further analysis.

### 1.2.5 Projection to Local Euclidean Plane

A local Euclidean plane was fit to each cell before division, and to the pair of cells after division. The least squares fit to $z = Ax + By + C$ is described by the normal equations:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\sum x_i^2 & \sum x_i y_i & \sum x_i \\
\sum x_i y_i & \sum y_i^2 & \sum y_i \\
\sum x_i & \sum y_i & n
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
A \\
B \\
C
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\sum x_i z_i \\
\sum y_i z_i \\
\sum z_i
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Each raw data point $(p_i, q_i, r_i)$ was then projected to the local Euclidean by dropping a perpendicular. Let the nearest point in the projection be $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$, where $z_i = Ax_i + By_i + C$; the coordinates
\((x_i, y_i)\) are found by minimizing the square distance function

\[
f = (p_i - x_i)^2 + (q_i - y_i)^2 + (r_i - Ax_i - By_i - C)^2
\]

(1.2)

which can be reduced to solving the linear system

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A^2 + 1 & AB \\
AB & B^2 + 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_i \\
y_i
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
Ar_i + p_i - AC \\
Br_i + q_i - BC
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1.3)

Once the point \((x_i, y_i)\) is known, \(z_i = Ax_i + By_i + C\). Both the normal equations for the least squares fit and the projection to the plane are solved using the Mathematica function LinearSolve.

### 1.2.6 Alignment of Principal Axes

After translation to the local coordinate system each cell is represented by a matrix of data points

\[
X = \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 - x_c & y_1 - y_c \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
x_n - x_c & y_n - y_c
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1.4)

where \(x_c\) and \(y_c\) are the means of the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates. The covariance matrix is calculated using the Mathematica function Covariance as

\[
M = \frac{1}{n - 1} X^T X
\]

(1.5)

The eigenvectors of this matrix give the principal directions.

Each cell is rotated into a new coordinate system with \(x'\) oriented along the eigenvector first principal component (the one with the larger eigenvalue), \(y'\) along the second principal component, and oriented so that \(x'y'\) points outward from the meristem. The angle of rotation between the before and after coordinate systems is

\[
\tan\Theta = \frac{x'_A \cdot y'_B}{x'_A \cdot x'_B}
\]

(1.6)

in terms of the unit vectors \(x'_A, y'_A, x'_B, y'_B\) in the after and before Euclidean planes. The after-cells can be aligned with the before-cells by rotating through an angle \(\Theta\). Finally, each cell is translated
to the center of mass frame [46],

\[ x_i = \frac{1}{6} \sum_{j=0}^{n} (x_j + x_{j+1})(x_j y_{j+1} - x_{j+1} y_j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)

\[ y_i = \frac{1}{6} \sum_{j=0}^{n} (y_j + y_{j+1})(x_j y_{j+1} - x_{j+1} y_j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.8)

where the vertices are numbered counter clockwise and vertex 0 is associated with vertex n.

1.3 Results

A total of 207 cell divisions were observed from four Arabidopsis thaliana L-er pUBQ1::2x-tdTomato-29-1 meristems observed from live imaging using laser scanning confocal microscopy. Since the original segmentation was performed in three dimensions the segmentation points for any given cell do not lie precisely in a plane. To perform subsequent analysis, a best fit local Euclidean plane (see Supplemental Information “Projection to Local Euclidean Plane”) was found using the method of least squares, and each point was then projected to the local Euclidean plane by dropping the local perpendicular to the plane. The mean offset was 0.07 ± 0.05 ± 6.2 µm² (Figure 1.1a). The mean area of the cells before division was 40.0 ± 6.2 µm² (mean ± standard deviation). The mean area of the daughter cells was 21.0 ± 5.5 ± 6.2 µm². Mean cell perimeter before division was 24.9 ± 2.1 ± 6.2 µm, and of the daughter cells was 18.2 ± 2.4 µm (Figure 1.1b). The distribution of areas was more symmetric for the parent cell than the daughter cells (skewness of 0.22 vs 0.71). For comparison a study of 4 meristems showed cells areas with mean, sd, skewness. This more closely resembles the skewness in the areas as distributed across the entire SAM (Figure 1.1c) in which the average area was 22.6 ± 6.5 µm².

1.3.1 Cell Expansion and Division in Space and Time

It is known that cells must expand and divide to maintain the amount of tissue in the SAM as groups of cells are incorporated into flower primordia around the periphery and exit the SAM. To quantify this phenomenon we measured the expansion of each cell over each two hour period. The cell expansion occurs in waves as can be seen in Figure 1.2a. This wave phenomenon is also observed in the quantity of divisions over time. Over the observed 38 hours the average expansion rate and
Figure 1.1: (a) Distribution of mean error (mean of the absolute value of perpendicular distance) in fit to local Euclidean. (b) Distribution of parent cell areas before division (white, dashed) and child cell areas after division (gray, solid). (c) Distribution of areas globally across the SAM L1 layer (excluding floral meristems) (4 meristems, 200±26 cells per meristem) and one-sigma errors.
quantity of divisions gradually decreases possibly due to the exposure to laser light, dissection of surrounding flowers, or the repeated submersion in water, all of which effect the health of the plant. It should be noted that while the waves of expansion and division are approximately in phase with each other, the cells that are dividing are not necessarily the same cells that expand the most during any 2 hours.

As shown in Figure 1.2b, cells in the center of the meristem expand very little and in some cases shrink between time points. This phenomenon is observed at all time points and does not fluctuate with the waves of expansion observed elsewhere in the meristem.

To quantify the relation of expansion and division we measured the expansion ratio of cells that divided and cells that did not divide separately, the results of which are shown in the Figure 1.2c. The mean expansion ratio of the 207 dividing cells barely different from that of the nondividing cells: the variance of both populations is too large to differentiate statistically. This suggests that expansion and division are not directly coupled, at least in the two hours prior to division. Given that the cells are all of similar sizes, expansion over the entire cell cycle must be correlated with division.

While rapidly expanding cells have no correlation to dividing cells, there is a bias in the spatial location of the rapidly dividing cells. As seen in the Figure 1.2b, cells towards the top of the meristem are dividing more slowly than those toward the bottom, but there is no clear boundary between rapidly and slowly expanding regions. This phenomenon was observed at all time points.

1.3.2 Analysis of Traditional Heuristics of Cell Division

Many rules about cell division have been reported and widely quoted. Care must be taken in applying these rules as they are all only valid in an approximate sense (as will be shown below) and are often in conflict with one another. Since they are only generally (but not absolutely) valid and are only applicable in the proper context, we refer to them as the heuristics (rather than laws or rules) as they are experience-based guidelines that will often, but not always, work. In addition to the three heuristics that we address below, we also analyzed Hoffmeister’s Rule, new walls forming perpendicular to existing walls, and growth immediately after division in the supplementary text (see section “More Heuristics”).
Figure 1.2: (a) Solid line indicates the quantity of cells dividing within a given period. Dotted line indicates the mean ratio of cell expansion within a 2 hour period. (b) Heat map on the left shows the amount of cell expansion between the time points at 2 and 4 hours as a ratio. Stars indicate cells that divided during this time period. (c) Histogram on the right shows the mean expansion of cells that divided during any 2h period compared to cells that did not divided.
Heuristic 1: The new wall is a minimal surface that divides the mother cell equally

Errera’s rule (1888) states that the cell divides along a surface that minimizes the area of the new wall[4]. Errera did not specify the position of the new cell wall (the intersection of the new wall with the cortex). If the wall position is not specified, its minimum area could approach zero in cells of many shapes (conical or spherical for example). To make a predictive model we add as do other modern authors[9, 47, 48, 49] that the division halves the volume of the mother cell. We thus are not testing Errera’s actual rule; rather, we are testing the heuristic that modern authors call Errera’s rule. For cells in the L1 layer, with uniform depth and anticlinal divisions, we can make a two-dimensional equivalent of this heuristic in which the cell divides along a curve that minimizes the length of the new wall, and that halves the mother cell.

The cells in the 207 cell division sibling pairs ranged from 24 percent to 76 percent of the total area, with a standard deviation of 9.3% within the full range (0.0 to 1.0), as illustrated in Figure 1.3a, which shows the ratio $r = A_i/(A_1 + A_2)$, where $A_i$ is the projected area of the cell in the tangent plane.

The divisions that fit this heuristic the worst (bottom 20 percentile) were not evenly distributed throughout the meristem. As it can be seen in Figure 1.3b, in one of the meristems we investigated many of the divisions most poorly predicted occur in the periphery of the meristem. In fact, 72% of the divisions in the bottom 20 percentile occur within three cells of the edge of the meristem. If these uneven divisions are occurring in regions that eventually become primordia, the unevenness of the division might be due to the previously reported phenomenon of a change in the polarity of divisions within founder cells in vegetative meristems [50, 51].

Heuristic 2: The new cell wall passes through the center of the cell

The shortest distance from the new cell wall to the centroid of the cell was determined by (a) fitting a least-squares quadratic to the new cell wall, and (b) finding the minimum distance between the quadratic and the centroid of the combined pair of cells immediately after cell division. The quadratic fit was used to smooth the segmentation which would otherwise be composed of a joined sequence of line segments (Figure 1.4a). To obtain a size-independent (dimensionless) measure, the distance was measured in units of $P/2\pi$, where P is cell perimeter, which would correspond to an effective radius for a spherical cell (illustrated on the right side of figure 5). Some 30%, 50%, and 88% of the cell walls passed within 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 effective radii, respectively (Figure 1.5a).
Figure 1.3: (a) Distribution of daughter cells as a fraction of the total area. The total area is defined as the sum of the areas of the two siblings. (b) Division of area of mother cell. (c) How well each division matches the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule ranked by percentile and grouped into 10 bins indicated by colors.
A second measure of how nearly the new cell wall passes through the center of the cell is to measure the angle $\Delta \Theta$ subtended between vectors from the center to the endpoints of the new wall (Fig. 4). In this measure, a straight line wall that passes through the centroid would subtend an angle of 180 degrees. With one exception (at $\Delta \Theta = 88\,\text{deg}$) virtually every cell division subtended an angle of more than 100 deg. As illustrated in Figure 1.5b, 130 deg is exceeded over 90% of the time, 140 deg is exceeded over 80% of the time, 150 deg is exceeded two thirds of the time, and over half the cell division had a central angle exceeding 160 deg, or within 20 degrees of the maximum 180 degrees to make a straight line.

Heuristic 3: The plane of cell division is the shortest path (Soap Bubble Dynamics)

The modern interpretation of Errera’s rule (translated to the tangent plane of the L1 layer) suggests that a new cell wall should form along the shortest path that divides the cell evenly. This prediction cannot completely dissociate into two independent heuristics of length minimization and area equalization, in that it minimizes wall length subject to the constraint that the wall divides the cell evenly. However, to assess the significance of a wall shortness constraint we compared
the actual wall lengths to the minimum and maximum diameters of each cell with the statistic $d_{rel} = (d - d_{min})/(d_{max} - d_{min})$. A cell diameter is defined as the length of a line segment passing through the centroid from one cell wall to the opposite cell wall. As this line segment is rotated about the centroid its length will change. We call its maximum and minimum values the maximum and minimum diameters. When $d_{rel} = 0$, the wall has the same length as the minimum diameter; when $d_{rel} = 1$, the wall has the same length as the maximum diameter (Figure 1.6). A value of $d_{rel} < 0$ indicates that the actual wall length is shorter than the minimum diameter, because the actual wall does not pass directly through the center but is skewed somewhat. The wall length was defined as the length of the quadratic fit to the new wall (so as to eliminate noise from the image segmentation, see Figure 1.4), and the diameters were defined as the lengths of line segments through the centroid that spanned the entire cell. We found that in 49% of the cell divisions the relative wall length fell within 10% ($|d_{rel}| < 0.1$) of the minimum diameter, and that in 69% of the cell divisions it was within 20% of the minimum diameter. The longest wall had $d_{rel} = 0.67$. More notably, in 76% of the cases, the actual wall length was shorter than the minimum diameter (Figure 1.7).

**Heuristic 4: The cell divides perpendicular to the main axis of growth (Hofmeister’s Rule)**

The difficulty with applying this rule is that it is difficult to calculate the main axis of growth without a fine time-resolution set of live images. Hofmeister (1863) emphasized that the axis of growth is not necessarily the longest diameter of the cell. The instantaneous direction of growth can be defined
mathematically as the principal axis of the velocities of the vertices (corresponding to the eigenvector with largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the velocities of the vertices)\cite{52}. Alternatively, one might conjecture that since more material will accumulate in the principal direction of growth, that the cell will be extended primarily along that direction. This would imply that the principal axis of the cell (corresponding to the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the vertices of the cell, or of the segmentation points, or the principal axis of inertia) should be used to define this main axis of growth. It is challenging to measure the instantaneous direction (despite the algorithm given by \cite{52}) because (1) matching vertices at two different time points assumes that the material at the vertex at one time point should be matched to the vertex at the succeeding time point, and (2) we have observed that cells often shrink (see cell growth heuristic, below) during the time around cell division so it is difficult to assign a meaning to the growth direction in these cells. Because the change in area over the few hours around cell division is very small, and sometimes negative, small errors in segmentation can lead to significant differences in determination of the velocity axis.

Hofmeister’s rule (using cell elongation for principal axis) is supported by a change in the distribution of the isoperimetric ratios before and after cell division. This ratio is $i = 4\pi A^2/P^2$, where $A$ is the area and $P$ is the cell perimeter. It gives a size-independent measure of the elongation of a polygon. A value of $i = 1$ indicates that the cell is nearly circularly shaped; all other closed curves will have a value of less than 1. The further away from 1, the more elongated the cell is. The inequality $4\pi A \leq P^2$ has been attributed to the ancient Greek geometer Zenodorus, in the sense that a circle has greater area than any other regular polygon of equal perimeter. Using the Calculus of Variations it was proven for any closed curve by Jakob Steiner 1836\cite{53}. The typical distribution of
Figure 1.7: Distribution of new wall length. New wall length is expressed as a ratio of the difference between the observed wall length and the minimal wall length to the difference between the maximum wall length and the minimum wall length.
isoperimetric ratio in the L1 layer is illustrated in Figure 1.8a. In Figures 1.8b and 1.8c we compare the isoperimetric ratios before and after cell division. Statistically there is very little difference in the average value of isoperimetric ratio before and after cell division, but the distribution is tighter after division ($i = 0.78 \pm 0.07$) (identical to the global surface average) than before ($i = 0.76 \pm 0.10$). Furthermore, the skewness of the distribution as evident in the overall data is reproduced by the cells after division, but is not as evident in the cells before division. In other words, cells that are about to divide are shaped differently than typical cells. However, this difference does not indicate any particular body shape as the data spread is fairly wide.

The angle between the new cell wall and the principal cell axis is heavily weighted towards perpendicularity (90 degrees), with a differentiation from perpendicular of less than 10 degrees in 30% of the data, less than 20 degrees in 55% of the data, and less than 30 degrees in 75% of the data. This supports the notion that cell elongation should be used to determine new cell wall direction. The actual distribution of these angles is shown in Figure 1.9a. The principal axis is determined as the eigenvector, corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, of the covariance matrix of the projection of the segmentation to the least-squares local Euclidean plane. The direction of the cell wall is found from a least-squares parabolic fit to the new cell wall, as illustrated in Figure 1.9e.

**Heuristic 5: The new cell wall forms in a plane that is perpendicular to existing cell walls**

To quantify how often the new cell wall forms in a plane perpendicular to existing cell walls the angle between the new cell wall and the existing wall was measured (Figure 1.10). Because the segmentation is pinched in around the intersection, a short arc of the segmentation (up to around 30 degrees central angle in either direction) was fit with a parabola, and the intersection between that parabola and a similar quadratic least squares fit to the new cell wall was used to determine the angle of intersection. The measure used was the smaller of the two interior angles formed by the intersection of the two tangent lines. Some 25% of the intersections were within 5 deg of perpendicular, 52% within 10 deg of perpendicular, and 84% within 20 deg of perpendicular when measured in this manner. This is consistent with Sachs’ observation, as an emergent property in a statistical sense.
Figure 1.8: (a) Distribution of isoperimetric ratio over 12 timepoints from four different meristems having 200±28 cells in each meristem. (b,c) Distribution of isoperimetric ratios over 207 cell division events for the parents in the last observation before cell division (b) and the first observation after cell division (c). (d) Distribution of angle between new cell wall and normal to principal axis of cell extension (e) Projection of typical segmentation to local Euclidean. The arrow shows the direction of the new cell wall.

\[ 4\pi A/P^2 \] for n=12 Meristems

(a)
Figure 1.9: (a) Distribution of angle $\theta$ between new cell wall and normal to principal axis of cell elongation. (b) Long arrow indicates primary direction of elongation. Theta is the angle of this direction with respect to the new wall. (c) Least squares fit to vertices.
Figure 1.10: The angle between existing cell wall and new cell wall, degrees. (a) Least-squares quadratics used to calculate angles so as to reduce noise from the segmentation – see dotted line), for a typical cell. (b) Distribution of angle between new wall and existing wall for all cell divisions.

Heuristic 6: The cell continues to grow immediately after cell division

In only 65% of the 207 cell divisions was the area, as measured in the first time point after cell division, greater than the area as measured at the last time point before cell division. The ratio of the area after cell division \( A_{after} = A_1 + A_2 \), where \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are the areas of the sibling pair) to the area before cell division \( A_{before} \) is illustrated in Figure 1.11. While this may be partially due to an artifact of the image segmentation algorithm (which may favor “pinching” in the corners near the new wall), it may also indicate that perhaps the additional tension added by the new wall may inhibit additional growth for a short period of time after cell division. The various heuristics fall into two categories: those that determine the cell wall completely, and those that put constraints on the optimization process, but do not fully determine wall position on their own.

1.3.3 Model

Four potential functions \( V_i \) were defined (see equations (4.5), (1.10), (1.11), (1.12), and (1.13)). For any given weight vector \( w = (w_1, w_2, w_3, w_4) \) the cell division potential function \( V(\Theta_1, \Theta_2) = \sum_{A,L,g} w_i V_i (\Theta_1, \Theta_2) \) will describe a landscape in \((\Theta_1, \Theta_2)\) space such that the lowest point of this landscape corresponds to the predicted wall location, with \( \Theta_1 \) and \( \Theta_2 \) given the central angles of the two end points of the wall as measured from the cell centroid. When plotted as a function of \((\Theta_1, \Theta_2)\), this landscape is symmetric about the 45 degree line \( \Theta_1 = \Theta_2 \) and hence only points above (or below) the line need be considered, as the data are duplicated in both parts of the plot. This landscape may be represented by a contour plot, analogous to a topographic map (see Figure 1.13).
The object of the optimization process is then to find a weight vector that works best in as many cells as possible. Thus the potential is minimized for each cell and each possible weight vector; for each \( w \), the prediction errors are calculated (as a fitness function) for each cell and combined to produce a net fitness for that weight vector.

The cell division model defines a potential function[43, 54]

\[
V(\Theta_1, \Theta_2) = \sum_{A,L,c,g} w_i V_i(\Theta_1, \Theta_2)
\]  

(1.9)

where \( \Theta_1 \) and \( \Theta_2 \) give the central angles of the end points of the new wall measured from the cell center of mass (Figure 1.6), \( w \) is a weight vector, and \( V_i \) represents each contributor to cell division.

Four components were include in the sum (4.5): an area potential, a length potential, a perpendicularity potential, and a growth direction potential.
Figure 1.12: (a) Angles $\theta$ of new wall from growth direction in 15 degree bins. (b) Relationship between growth axis and plane of cell division, measured by angle $\theta$. (c) $\theta$ from all 207 cell divisions.
Figure 1.13: Example of potential function landscape, shown for cell 25 using a weight vector \( w = (1,1,0,0) \). Darker regions correspond to higher altitudes and light regions to valleys. The global minimum is shown with an open circle and the actual wall endpoints by a dot. The two axes give the angle of \( \Theta_1 \) and \( \Theta_2 \) in degrees, and the inset shows an outline of the actual and predicted cell walls.
1. The area potential $V_A$ is minimized when the two daughter cells are equal in area:

$$V_A = \left( \frac{A_1 - A_2}{A} \right)^2$$

(1.10)

The function is squared to improve computational stability near the minimum (which would otherwise have a non-differentiable corner there). The disadvantage of this potential is that it does not have a unique global minimum, i.e., any line of cell division will that divides the area in half will give a value of zero. Thus the area potential must be tempered by either an additional potential function (such as the perpendicularly and/or length potential) or an additional heuristic to select the desired minimum value that does not require a unique minimum (e.g., randomly select division direction from amongst all equivalent minima).

2. The length potential $V_L$ is:

$$V_L = \left( \frac{(d - d_{min})^2 + c_L \Delta^2}{(d + d_{min})^2} \right)$$

(1.11)

where $d$ is the actual wall length and $d_{min}$ is the minimum length diameter. Thus $V_L$ will be minimized when the cell wall is most closely aligned with the shortest possible diameter.

3. The extension potential $V_e$ is minimized when the new wall is perpendicular to the direction of maximal cell extension:

$$V_e = (w \cdot e)^2 + \varepsilon_e \Delta$$

(1.12)

4. The growth direction parameter $V_g$ is minimized when the new wall is perpendicular to the vector of maximal cell growth $g$:

$$V_g = (w \cdot g)^2 + \varepsilon_g \Delta$$

(1.13)

Maximal cell growth direction is calculated using the method described in [52].

The parameter $\Delta$ in (1.11), (1.12) and (1.13) gives the shortest distance between the wall and the cell center, with weighting factors $\varepsilon_e$ and $\varepsilon_g$. In (1.12) $d$ is the actual wall length. The purpose of the $\Delta$ term is to help distinguish between different walls of the same length (for $V_L$) or direction (for $V_g$): one that passes closer to the center is more likely than of the same length (or direction) that skirts the edge of the cell; such “skirting” walls would otherwise be predicted by $V_L$ or $V_g$, especially
in more oblong cells.

The cell division potential was minimized and the fitness function calculated for each of the six methods described in the sup. An average value (corresponding to the fitness function averaged over all 207 cell divisions) was assigned to each value of the weight vectors. Since only the direction of the weight vector, and not its actual length, is important in finding the minimum value, the four component weight vector \( w = (w_1, w_2, w_3, w_4) \) can be represented by a unit vector in the same direction; e.g., the weight vector \((1, 1, 0, 0)\) is completely equivalent to a weight vector \((\sqrt{2}, \sqrt{2}, 0, 0)\).

The four dimensional weights were found by taking three dimensional slices along two planes, holding parameter three fixed and holding parameter four fixed. With this constraint, each three component weight vectors in a slice can be described by two angles \((\alpha, \delta)\), giving the azimuth and elevation in \(w\) space, where \( w_x = \cos\delta\cos\alpha \), \( w_y = \cos\delta\sin\alpha \), and \( w_z = \sin\delta \). A global search of weight vector space was then performed at approximately 3 degree increments (620 values) to obtain a coarse description of the fitness. A spatial resolution of 3 degrees was also used. For computational efficiency only cell walls with a minimum central angle of 90 degrees were considered during the optimization (as suggested by Figure 1.4). Predictions were made using the pre-division observations (“before” data) obtained at the start of a two hour window during which cell division took place, and evaluated in comparison to the observed location of the cell wall as determined from post-division observations (“after” data) obtained at the end of the same window. For comparison, a second set of predictions were calculated using only the “after” data (“hindsight” predictions). In the hindsight predictions the outer boundary of the pair of daughter cells was used to represent the pre-division cell wall.

### 1.3.4 Fitness Functions

We asked the question whether any weight vector \( w \) could be found such that \( V(\Theta_1, \Theta_2) \) is minimized when the predicted angle pair matches the actual cell division plane. To determine the weights we performed a coarse global search on the first quadrant of the global hyper-sphere \(|w| = 1\). For each \( w \) value, the location of the minimum potential in \((\Theta_1, \Theta_2)\)-space was determined and subjected to a fitness measure. For any given cell \( i \), the following fitness measures were considered:

1. Error in distance between endpoints of actual and predicted wall, as measured along the circumferential path of the boundary, measured relative to the maximal cell diameter:

\[
\tilde{f}_{i, \text{boundary}} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{d_1 + d_2}{d}
\]  

(1.14)
2. Actual distance between endpoints of actual and predicted cell wall, relative to maximal cell diameter:

\[ f_{i, \text{boundary}} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{d_1 + d_2}{d} \]  

(1.15)

3. Area of the convex hull of the four endpoints of the actual and predicted cell wall, relative to the total cell area:

\[ f_{i, \text{area}} = \frac{A_{\text{convex hull}}}{A_{\text{cell}}} \]  

(1.16)

4. Smaller of the two angles between the diagonals of the convex hull of the four endpoints, divided by 90 degrees; if one of the endpoints falls inside the convex hull of the other three points, this devolves to the angle between the actual and predicted cell wall

\[ f_{i, \text{angle}} = \frac{\varphi}{90} \]  

(1.17)

5. Relative Euclidean distance in angle space; if the actual and predicted walls have endpoints at central angles \((\Theta_{A,1}, \Theta_{A,2})\) and \((\Theta_{A,1}, \Theta_{A,2})\) measured in degrees, then

\[ f_{i, \Theta} = \frac{\sqrt{\left(\Theta_{A,1} - \Theta_{P,1}\right)^2 + \left(\Theta_{A,2} - \Theta_{P,2}\right)^2}}{90\sqrt{2}} \]  

(1.18)

6. The Hausdorff distance between the actual and predicted cell division line. The Hausdorff distance between two sets gives the maximum distance in the first set to the nearest point in the second set. Hausdorff distances were estimated numerically by computing distances at 100 equally spaced points along each wall.

Each fitness measure was averaged over all 207 cell division. The results were sorted by fitness (lower is better) and clustered by location in -space to find a best fit vector, which could be used to, for example, to predict cell division, as implemented in Cellzilla.

### 1.3.5 Cellzilla Growth Model

Cell growth is described by a Hooke’s law spring potential \( \phi = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{ij} k_{ij} (|\Delta x_{ij}| - \ell_{ij})^2 \) applied to each pair of vertices, and summed over all adjacent vertices. Here \( k_{ij} \) is a constant assigned to the wall joining vertex \( i \) with vertex \( j \), and \( \Delta x_{ij} \) is an extension or compression of a virtual spring beyond its equilibrium length \( \ell_{ij} \). The net force will pull vertex \( v_i \) towards \( v_j \) if if the spring is extended,
and push the vertices apart if the spring is compressed, as described below by (1.19). Pressure is described as a force per unit wall length, so that it can be applied equally at each vertex.

Cellzilla is a two-dimensional tissue growth simulation extension for Cellerator[55]. Each cell is described as a single polygonal compartment. Growth occurs via dynamics assigned to each vertex \( v_i \) as

\[
\frac{dv_i}{dt} = -\sum_j k_{ij} \left( \frac{v_i - v_j}{|v_i - v_j|} \right) \left( |v_i - v_j| - \ell_{ij} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_a n_{ij,a} |v_i - v_j| \quad (1.19)
\]

where the sums over \( j \) are over all vertices that are connected to \( i \) and the sum over \( a \) is over all cells that abut the edge connecting vertices \( i \) and \( j \). The first term describes a weak spring dynamics, where \( k_{ij} \) and \( \ell_{ij} \) are the spring relaxation constant and resting length for the edge connecting vertices \( i \) and \( j \). The second term describes an internal turgor pressure \( P \) in each cell that is applied normal to the cell wall (normal vector \( n_{ij,a} \) and divided equally between the vertices; similar dynamics have been used by others, e.g.[56, 57]). Isotropic linear growth is described by increasing the resting length of cells:

\[
\frac{\ell_{ij}}{dt} = \mu \Theta \left( |v_i - v_j| - \ell_{ij} \right) \quad (1.20)
\]

where

\[
\Theta(x) = \frac{x + |x|}{2} \quad (1.21)
\]

Cell division occurs when the cell passes a mass threshold. Each cell is randomly assigned a unique mass threshold at creation, with the population of thresholds distributed normally. The placement of the new cell wall may be assigned either by the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule or a potential model as described elsewhere in the paper.

We optimized a the third component of the weight vector for growth direction rather than the geometrical principal axis using a subset of cell divisions (14) using the protocol of Goodall and Green[52] to determine cell growth direction over a two hour period. The optimal weight vector shifted to \( w=(0.9, 0.4, 0) \). There was very little difference as either of the first two components (area and length) are varied. However, optimality rapidly decreases as the third component becomes non-zero. This would indicate that the actual instantaneous direction of growth (as measured over a two-hour period) is not a significant predictor of cell division.

The minimum fitness results were clustered around a weight vector of \( w = (0.68, 0.73, 0, 0) \), where the three values represent the relative importance of area equalization, length minimization, and perpendicularity to cell elongation (Figure 1.14). Variations in the first component have very little
effect, except as $w_1 \to 1$, where it becomes rapidly worse for $w_1/w_2 > 19$. The fitness decreases gradually as $w_3$ increases from zero. There were no significant differences between the different types of fitness measure. All of our fits indicate that the third component in $w$ is zero. This indicates that neither geometrical elongation nor instantaneous direction of growth (as measured over a two-hour period) are significant predictors of cell division.

When the constants $c_1$ and $c_2$ were relaxed to zero in (11) and (12) the minimum moved to $w = (1, 0.6, 0)$, with the valley of minimums spread widely along the equator (Figure 1.14c), indicating that almost any combination of area equalization and and length minimization will work so long as both factors are taken into account (i.e., avoiding the end-points of pure-length and pure-area). In the first set of optimization runs, area equalization was not so important because the length-potential forced the new wall to pass near the center. When this restriction is removed, a delicate balancing between length-minimization and area-equalization is required to compensate for this. The direction of cell elongation did not appear to be a significant driving factor in either situation; in fact, incorporation of this factor with $c_2 = 0$ seemed to make matters worse.

This result would, indeed, suggest that when the different predictors are dissociated in this manner, that the best predictor is the shortest length wall that passes near the center. This prediction is very similar to the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule that the wall will form in the shortest path that divides the cell in half. To compare these statements, the predicted wall location according to this rule were computed for all 207 cell divisions. The distribution of fitnesses for a potential function minimization with $w = (0.68, 0.73, 0, 0)$ were slightly better than for the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule (Figure 1.16). Thirteen of the 14 worst cases were the same cells for both methods. Visually there is very little difference between the two methods of prediction. Using a distance fitness measure, the potential method gave a better fit in 68 of the 207 cell division, the modern interpretation of Errera’s method in 40 cases, and both had identical fitnesses in two cases. In the hindsight model the numbers were 36 (Errera), 2 (tie), and 72 (potential) (see supplemental material...
Simulation results for both the modern interpretation of Errera’s model and the optimized potential model are illustrated in Figure 1.15 after 1000 cell division have occurred (see also the movies in supplemental material 4 and 5). The tissues were grown in-silico from single quadrilateral cells and projected onto a parabolic surface. The resulting cell division patterns in both cases are evocative of observed data.

**Cell Division is a Boltzmann Distribution**

Following the work of Besson and Dumais[9] we evaluated the hypothesis that selection of cell division surface may follow a Boltzmann distribution

\[
Pr_{surface} = \frac{\exp(-\beta \Delta V_{surface})}{Z(\beta)}
\]  

(1.22)

where \(X(\beta)\) normalizes the distribution and beta is the inverse of temperature) in a phenomenological potential function, rather than actually minimizing the potential function for each cell all
the time. In the limit of zero temperature such a model is equivalent to minimizing the potential; nonzero temperatures (finite betas) record departures from minimality. In this analysis we applied the prior authors’ concept of a thermodynamic model to our data; we applied their model to our data to see how their potential function $\Delta V = l_\rho$ compared with ours (4.5) in a thermodynamic analysis. We evaluated the Besson & Dumais model against our data, as our model uses straight lines for cell division and theirs uses arcs of circles. When we evaluated their model we used arcs of circles. Figure 1.17 supports this hypothesis with quantitative evidence from SAM cell images, both for our potential function (Equation (4.5) and Figure 1.17a) and for the Besson-Dumais potential function (Supplement Equation (1.13) and Figure 1.17a), though with a substantially lower effective temperature for our proposed potential function.

1.3.6 Model Predictions

The minimum fitness results were clustered around a weight vector of $w = (0.68, 0.73, 0, 0)$, where the four values represent the relative importance of area equalization, length minimization, perpendicularity to cell elongation and perpendicularity to growth direction (Figure 1.14). Variations in the first component have very little effect, except as $w_1 \to 1$, where it becomes rapidly worse for $w_1/w_2 > 19$. The fitness decreases gradually as $w_3$ increases from zero. There were no significant differences between the different types of fitness measure. All of our fits in the primary cluster indicate that the third component in $w$ is zero. This indicates that neither geometrical elongation nor instantaneous direction of growth (as measured over a two-hour period) are significant predictors of cell division. A second cluster of minima occurs around $(0.02, 0.81, 0.58, 0)$ in the case where $c_p = 0$ in (1.12) corresponding to cell extension. No significant change was observed in changing the constant $c_p$ corresponding to cell growth direction, nor with any change with any change observed when the constant $c_L$ in (1.11) was changed.

This result would, indeed, suggest that when the different predictors are dissociated in this manner, that the best predictor is the shortest length wall that passes near the center. This prediction is very similar to the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule that the wall will form in the shortest path that divides the cell in half. To compare these statements, the predicted wall location according to this rule were computed for all 207 cell divisions. The distribution of fitnesses for a potential function minimization with $w = (0.68, 0.73, 0, 0)$ was slightly better than for the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule (Figure 1.16). Thirteen of the 14 worst cases were the same cells for both methods.
Figure 1.16: Comparison of predictions between the length-minimization potential, and the Besson-Dumais model. Dotted lines: actual new wall. Solid lines: predicted new wall.

Visually there is very little difference between the two methods of prediction. Using a distance fitness measure, the potential method gave a better fit in 68 of the 207 cell division, the modern interpretation of Errera’s method in 40 cases, and both had identical fitnesses in two cases. In the hindsight model the numbers were 36 (Errera) 2 (tie), and 72 (potential).

Simulation results for both the modern interpretation of Errera’s model and the optimized potential model are illustrated in Figure 1.15 after 1000 cell division have occurred (see also the movies in supplemental material 4 and 5). The tissues were grown in-silico from single quadrilateral cells and projected onto a parabolic surface. The resulting cell division patterns in both cases are evocative of observed data.
1.3.7 Comparison to the Besson-Dumais Model

We evaluated the Besson-Dumais model on our data set by calculating the most likely wall location from among all allowed wall locations, where a wall location was allowed if its endpoints subtend a minimum central angle, as measured from the cell centroid, of 135 degrees (a restriction we have justified by the histogram in Figure 1.8c). In Figure 1.17 we compare the results of our model with the Besson-Dumais model. In order to make a valid comparison we computed the log-histogram of $|\Delta V|$, the difference between the predicted and actual potential used by the cell, for each model. For our model we plotted the log-histogram of $|\Delta V|$, where $V$ is computed by (4.5) and for the Besson-Dumais model we plotted the log-histogram of $|\Delta V|$ where $V = l/p$. In each case we computed the weighted least squares fit:

$$\log N = a|\Delta V| + b$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.23)

where the slope $b$ and intercept $a$ are solutions of the normal equations

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\langle|\Delta V|^2\rangle & \langle|\Delta V|\rangle \\
\langle|\Delta V|\rangle & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a \\
b
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
\langle|\delta V|\log N\rangle \\
\langle\log N\rangle
\end{bmatrix}
$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.24)

The expectations are computed by defining a normalized weight vector $w = \frac{1}{N}n$, where $n$ is the vector of counts in each bin, and $N = \sum n_i$. Then

$$\langle|\Delta V|\rangle = \sum w_i|\Delta V|_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.25)

$$\langle|\Delta V|^2\rangle = \sum w_i|\Delta V|_i^2$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.26)

$$\langle|\Delta V|\log N\rangle = \sum w_i|\Delta V|_i \log n_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.27)

$$\langle|\log N|\rangle = \sum w_i \log n_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.28)

The negative of the slope corresponds to inverse temperature, the parameter $\beta$ in the Besson-Dumais model. As can be seen the resulting distributions are similar. The corresponding fits (the straight lines in Figures 1.17 A and B) have slope -10.4 (Besson-Dumais) and -62.1 (Potential Model). When a similar least squares fit was computed without the weighting the corresponding slopes were -9.0
(Besson-Dumais) and -45.9 (Potential Model). By comparison, the similar empirical fits by Besson-Dumais of a Boltzmann distribution with energy function $V_{BD} = l/p$, on their data in their figure 6B for four species (Coleochaete, Microsorum, Dionaea, and Zinnia) resulted in a slope of with a “universal” or cross-species best fit slope $\beta$ of 20.6. This difference of results for the potential function $V_{BD}$ may be accounted for by the different ways we and Besson-Dumais use the same potential function. Besson-Dumais consider just a few cell division surfaces between pairs of cell sides, allowing arcs; we consider straight lines, specified by two continuous intersection angles finely discretized into 10000 angle pairs, and restricted by central angle as above. Thus, in the direct comparisons that have been made, we find a substantially lower effective temperature $1/\beta$ and thus substantially less randomness, using our proposed potential function rather than that of Besson-Dumais.

1.4 Discussion

Previous work in this field has shown that rules must exist to control the positioning of new cell walls in the meristem in order to produce the patterns (size, shape, and connectedness) that are observed[43, 56]. Here we determined that the rules are not simple, and in fact the rules seem to be different depending on the location in the meristem. This might be a result of flower founder cells changing their “preferred” division polarity prior to the rapid growth characteristic of flower primordia. This is similar to the observation in vegetative meristems of pea plants where leaf founder cells often divide periclinally (parallel to the surface of the meristem) about one half plastochron before primordial growth where non-founder cells would usually divide anticlinally (perpendicular to the surface)[58, 59]. This is different than the phenomenon observed in Arabidopsis inflorescence meristems where periclinal divisions are not observed, but similar in that the divisions which don’t abide by the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule or our potential minimization rule are found preferentially near the edge, possibly in regions of flower founder cells. One explanation for the deviation from the rules near the perimeter of the meristem is that it helps make the elongated cells commonly observed in the boundary region of new primordia.

Explanations for these rules get more complicated when we consider the underlying mechanisms controlling plant cell divisions. Prior to cell division actin filaments and microtubules expand outward from the nuclear to the cellular membrane, in a pattern that resembles a concentric spoked wheel[60]. Following this, the region defined by the ends of the spokes develops the preprophase
Figure 1.17: Comparison of our model with that of Besson and Dumais [9]. Histograms show \( \log|\Delta V| \), the difference between the predicted and actual potential used by the cell, for each model. The negative of the slope corresponds to inverse temperature, and the parameter \( \beta \) in the Besson-Dumais model.
band of microtubules, which defines the position of the new cell wall. If the shape of the spoked wheel is then perturbed somewhat from circular, and the inner wheel is perturbed somewhat from the center of mass, we have an oblong cell with an off-center nucleus. Presuming that multiple spokes grow outward from the inner wheel, starting at the same time, the first spokes to reach the outer wheel will be the ones that have to travel the shortest distance. Reaching the outer membrane will induce a change in tensile forces and this could be transmitted as a signal back to the nuclear end of the spoke. In this model a new cell wall would be represented by the first two spokes to reach the outer wall, together with a collection of filaments tangent to inner circle (e.g., near the nuclear membrane) that connect them. At this point the full PPB has not coalesced yet and the filaments of the new proto-wall are free to increase their tension, forming into a more smoothly aligned curve that connects the two endpoints, perhaps tangent to the inner circle or even forming a straight line.

This argument would support a model in which shortest distance paths that pass close to the cell nucleus dominate (as suggested by a weight vector heavily dominated by the length potential). Since lines that pass through the center of the cell will, on the average, divide the cell in half, a rule stating that a new wall be the shortest path that divides the cell in half will emerge as a consequence. Furthermore, since the shortest distance from a point (e.g., the nucleus) to a line (e.g., the outer cell wall) is along a perpendicular path, Sachs’ observation that new walls are perpendicular to existing walls and daughter cells are equal in volume[13] will also emerge. Finally, since the principal axis of elongation is, by definition, the longest axis of the cell, there paths will cluster about the shortest path normal to the principal axis that passes through (or nearly through) the cell center. Thus Hofmeister’s Rule[11] is also emergent.

Nevertheless, the modern interpretation of Errera’s rule is a poor predictor in a number of cases. In many of these cases the actual wall forms closer to the longest wall that divides the cell in half rather than the shortest. This may indicate that additional dynamic forces are involved in these cells that are not accounted for by a minimum length heuristic.

The model of shortest path that passes nearly through the cell center thus eliminates the need for the cellular machinery to somehow “sense” either the cellular orientation (elongation) or direction of growth. That biomechanical forces could affect the growth of the microtubules is nevertheless likely, perhaps changing their growth rate or causing a preferential growth direction. This could possibly explain the cases in which none of the traditional rules are followed.
It should be noted that this study only considered the first layer of cells in the meristem which have a uniform thickness and divide only periclinally. More could be learned about the mechanisms of cell division if divisions were observed in tissues that divide in all directions and the images were processed in 4D (3D z-stacks over time) using the methods of Fernandez et. al., for example[60]. Such a study would be indicative of how universal or narrow our rules are throughout plant tissues in general. Additional studies should also look at how cell divisions planes are affected by mechanical perturbations of the tissue prior to division.
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Chapter 2

Modeling and Testing the Effect of Cell Size on Auxin Distribution

2.1 Introduction

In the 19th century, Charles Darwin was the first to propose that phototropism is caused by a transmissible substance which was later discovered by Kogl and Haagen-Smit and named auxin [1, 2]. Since then, auxin was determined to be a class of compounds comprised of an aromatic ring and a carboxylic acid moiety that all have similar phenotypic effects on plants.

This hormone family is now known to be involved in the morphogenesis of many different organs and tissues within Arabidopsis. Members of this family are generally thought to move between cells through both diffusion and active transport and cause proliferation and differentiation where it accumulates in high concentration. This property of auxin is of particular interest because it provides a mechanism for explaining the formation of organs at particular, periodic locations even if the underlying mechanism of auxin transport is not fully understood. And the knowledge that we do have about auxin transport has allowed us, in the work described here, to create models that in some instances make accurate predictions about the phenotypes of various mutants. But in order to make such models, we first must understand some of the fundamentals of auxin biochemistry and auxin’s role in tissue differentiation.

The transport of auxin through tissue is the focus of this work, but other aspects of auxin biochem-
istry are just as important during auxin-induced morphogenesis such as biosynthesis, metabolism, and sensing. The details of these processes are critical for the higher-order patterns spanning cells and organs. In this section I will first cover the basics of auxin synthesis, then the mechanisms of auxin transport, and finally the propagation of the auxin signal to the extent that it alters gene expression.

2.1.1 Synthesis

The most commonly studied member of the auxin family is Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), which is found in concentrations as high as 250pg·mg⁻¹ in mature leaves, cotyledons, and both shoot and root meristem tissue[3, 4]. There are three known, independent pathways for synthesizing IAA. The first to be discovered was the tryptophan dependent pathway, although isotope labelling experiments showed that this was not the only pathway[5]. Initially this was thought to be the primary mechanism by which IAA is synthesized but experiments involving TRP2 and TRP3 mutants (mutants for tryptophan biosynthesis) showed similar or even increased levels of IAA compared to wild type tissue[6].

Once some of proteins required for IAA synthesis became known it became obvious that there were at least two distinct pathways. One of these pathways starts with indole-3-glycerol phosphate as a precursor while the other uses a tryptophan (Trp) precursor[7]. When radioisotope labelled tryptophan and anthranilate were introduced to trp2-1 (10% of wild type tryptophan production) mutants, mass spec isotope analysis of tryptophan showed that the majority of IAA was being produced independent of the labeled tryptophan[5]. Additional evidence of a tryptophan independent pathway was that in tryptophan synthesis mutants such as trp3-1 and trp2-1 the concentration of IAA is similar to that of wild type plants. Indole-3-glycerol phosphate was identified as the secondary pathway when indole-3-glycerol phosphate synthase antisense RNAs were introduced to trp2-1 and trp3-1 mutants and the resulting plants showed auxin deficient characteristics[6].

Today it is known that there are two distinct tryptophan independent IAA synthesis pathways. One of those pathways uses indole-3-acetaldoxime (IAOx) and the other, indole-3-pyruvate (IPA). The indole-3-acetaldoxime pathway is carried out by the two P450 monooxygenases CYP79B2 and CYP79B4[8, 9, 10, 11], although this pathway may be limited to the Brassicales and not play a major part in auxin synthesis across all plants[12]. The other pathway involving IPA is probably more widely used throughout the plant kingdom and recently has been characterized. Genetic
screens have identified an aminotransferase that is responsible for catalyzing the synthesis of indole-3-acetaldehyde from IPA[13, 14]. Plants carrying mutations in this aminotransferase look similar to auxin signalling mutants and have severe early development phenotypes[13]. IAA can also be synthesized from IPA through flavin monooxygenase enzymes in the YUCCA family[15]. Over expression of these monooxygenase genes results in an increased concentration of indole-3-acetic acid[13, 16, 17, 18]. Additionally, these monooxygenases have been determined to be the rate limiting step in the IPA dependent pathway[19] and are tightly regulated with multiple redundancies[20, 21, 22, 23].

Even though the synthetic pathways for auxin synthesis have been extensively probed, the exact locations with the plant, tissue, and cellular organelles are still mysterious. In the model used in this study, auxin is assumed to be produced uniformly throughout the tissue at a steady rate and without regard to the subcellular localization. But in order the better understand the mechanisms by which auxin controls plant development, more work will be needed to characterize the spatial and temporal expression of the many genes involved in these synthetic pathways.

2.1.2 Transport

In Arabidopsis, auxin is known to be distributed through three distinct mechanisms regardless of the synthetic pathway or location of synthesis: diffusion through cytoplasm and extracellular space, transport (active and passive) across plasma membranes, and movement (diffusion and bulk transport) through vascular tissue. Looking specifically at cross-membrane movement, auxin is often transported in a polarized fashion. This polar auxin transport is critical both for generating local auxin maxima and in long distance transport. This transport occurs in a manner that depends on plasma membrane-localized proteins facilitating the movement of auxin from the cytoplasm to the apoplasm and vice versa. Many auxin carriers are well characterized: the PIN proteins[24] and several proteins of the ABCG and ABCB transporter family[25, 26, 27] are involved in auxin efflux from the cell and the AUX1 and LAX proteins are involved in auxin influx [28, 29].

While there are many proteins that transport auxin across membranes, the rate limiting step in polar auxin transport was determined to be the proteins in the PIN family[30, 31]. In the shoot apical meristem PIN1 specifically is the most highly expressed PIN and mutants of PIN1 have a lack of organ phenotype. But in other tissues other PINs play a larger role. PIN proteins are often found localized to predominantly one side of the cell, which leads to polar auxin transport. The
Figure 2.1: Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) is a weak acid and is almost completely deprotonated in the neutral pH of the cytoplasm, preventing the charged conjugate base from diffusing through the lipid bilayer membrane. PIN1 transports IAA to the apoplasm where the pH is more acidic around 5.5. A significant portion of the IAA population becomes associated with H(+) ions, neutralizing the molecules’ charge and allowing them to diffuse through the membrane into the cytoplasm of either a neighboring cell or back into the originating cell. Auxin importers like AUX1 also transport IAA across the membrane, where it becomes deprotonated and trapped again.
pattern of polarization of these PINs is often found to be correlated with local auxin concentration, as reported by DR5 expression[31]. The mechanism that controls this polarization involves many known components including cytoskeletal elements, vesicles, and ion signals[32, 33, 34, 35].

Currently, the most well accepted model for how PIN is localized involves PIN being secreted (to the plasma membrane, not into the apoplasm) equally to all sides of the cell. Subsequent endocytosis is polar and recycles PIN from only the sides of the cell where PIN will not be present[36]. A key component of this recycling mechanism is the endosome-localized GTPase GNOM, which is critical for endosome structure and required for proper PIN polarization[37, 38]. But there are also GNOM independent recycling pathways. For example, plasma-membrane-localized PINs can be phosphorylated by kinases, which label them for GNOM independent recycling[38, 39].

In addition to controlling the polarization of PIN proteins, recycling of PIN back to the lytic vacuole also regulates the overall concentration of PIN found in the membrane[40, 41, 42]. Part of this regulatory mechanism depends on auxin rather than proteins. Increased or decreased concentrations of indole-3-acetic acid can inhibit or promote the endosome-dependent recycling of PIN but how the concentration is sensed in this case is still unknown[40, 43, 44]. Additionally, through a mechanism unrelated to the processes just described, MAB4 is known to regulate overall PIN concentration at the plasma membrane and possibly have some role in PIN polar localization as well[45, 46, 47, 48]. Although this particular pathway is still largely unmapped, it is speculated that PINs are ubiquinated and the ubiquitin signal controls the movement of PINs through the secretory and endocytosis pathways[40, 49, 50].

Even though secretion and recycling are largely responsible for polar localization of PINs, the mechanism by which the cell "decides" which direction to polarize is not well known. There has long been speculation that mechanical forces are at least partially involved in morphogenesis in plants[51, 52]. Recent work has determined that both ablation and osmotic stress can cause PIN1 to polarize[53, 54]. In the case of cell ablation, PIN1 localized to the side the cell experiencing the most mechanical stress. This presents an intriguing potential mechanism for local accumulation of auxin. If increased auxin concentration leads to increased expansion, this expansion would put mechanical stress on the walls of neighboring cells. These cells would sense (through a yet to be discovered mechanism) one wall under more stress than the others and polarize PIN to that side of the cell, leading to polar auxin transport towards the neighbor with the highest auxin concentration (since that neighbor would generate the most mechanical stress).
It should be noted that most of this work has been done in roots and the exact proteins may vary in other tissues. Also, in the models used in this study, no mechanism is assumed for connecting mechanical forces to PIN localization.

2.1.3 Auxin Receptors and Signal Propagation

Auxin perception is mediated by a couple of independent signaling pathways. By far, the most well studied and well understood of these pathways involves the TIR1 receptor family and the transcriptional activators and repressors in the Aux/IAA, ARF, and TPL families.

Aux/IAA, ARF, and TPL proteins form a complex with DNA often within the promoter regions of auxin-responsive genes, and act as repressors[55, 56]. In the presence of auxin, TIR1/AFB and Aux/IAA bind together and additionally promote the ubiquitination and subsequent proteosome-mediated degradation of Aux/IAAs in this complex[57, 58]. It should be noted that each of these families has many members and the individuals form many distinct complexes with varying sensitivities to auxin and affinities for different DNA sequences[59]. The sensitivity to auxin is primarily determined by the Aux/IAA individuals while the DNA binding affinity is determined by both the TIR1 and Aux/IAA individuals.

Individual proteins of the ARF family of transcriptional regulators can act either as activators or repressors[60]. They can act on their own in the absence of other auxin-related factors or can work in tandem with Aux/IAA and TPL. The ARF activators usually form complexes with Aux/IAA while the ARF repressors tend to work independently of other factors[61]. Since the ARFs are not auxin receptors themselves, ARF repressors working independently of Aux/IAA are probably activated completely independently of auxin. This, in theory, provides a mechanism for other currently unknown processes to tune the auxin sensitivity of a particular promoter.

While this pathway is vast and complex, some of the details are important to the research I present here because of my use of the synthetic auxin-responsive promoter DR5. DR5 has long been used as a reporter of auxin signaling because it is activated downstream of the Aux/IAA/TIR1/ARF/TPL complex regardless of which exact individuals from those families were involved. But it is now becoming apparent that the DR5 promoter is probably only good for measuring the ratio of ARF activators and ARF repressors in a given cell. Recently, a new auxin reporter was created (DII-Venus) by fusing the auxin-interacting portion of an Aux/IAA protein with the Venus fluorescent protein[62]. This fusion protein is driven with a constitutive promoter and is on in all cells. When
auxin is present, the Aux/IAA domain is ubiquitinated and degraded, destroying the Venus protein as well. This reporter system, while a more direct measurement of local auxin, does not necessarily measure the auxin-dependent transcriptional state[59, 62, 61]. But it does provide more information about the state of auxin distribution within a tissue.

Another auxin signaling pathway is the ABP1 pathway. ABP1 is a protein that can bind to and respond to primarily IAA[63]. It is found in both the apoplasm (outside of the cell) and in the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum, although it is currently not known if ABP1 is inactive in one of these locations.

ABP1 is known to be involved in auxin-dependent regulation of cell cycle[64, 65]. It seems to be active in many different tissues including the root and shoot both during embryogenesis and later plant development[66, 67, 68]. The exact mechanism is not known but it is known to operate completely independent of the TIR1/Aux/IAA/ARF system just discussed[44, 69]. In fact, it may primarily act through post-transcriptional mechanisms[44, 69]. For example, ABP1 when bound to auxin can interfere with endocytosis, which subsequently can effect the polarization of PIN protein[43, 44], as discussed in section 2.1.2. This function is probably mediated through ROP GTPases[69]. But even though we have evidence of ABP1 acting through post-transcriptional mechanisms, it is known that it can in some instances affect the transcription of auxin responsive genes[68, 70]. But since BP1 is located in the apoplasm and ER while the known auxin-responsive transcription factors are in the nucleus, how this signal is propagated is currently unknown[70].

There is a third, less studied pathway that operates independent of the ABP1 and TIR1 pathways. This pathway involves a protein phosphatase called Indole-3-Butyric-Acid Response 5 (IBR5) which, despite the name, is able to respond to all known forms of auxin, not just IBA. Plants carrying mutations in IBR5 are smaller and have fewer lateral roots just like many mutants defective in auxin synthesis or signaling[71]. Unlike the case with TIR1 signaling, activation of the IBR5 pathway does not cause the deactivation of Aux/IAA proteins, so the transcriptional response is probably independent of ARF-mediated activation. But at this time the downstream targets are not known.

Regardless of the exact mechanism through which auxin is sensed, the end result is the activation of certain transcription factors involved in differentiation. This typically happens in local regions of high auxin accumulation.
2.1.4 Auxin Maxima

The current model of how organs initiate in Arabidopsis says that auxin accumulates in small regions composed of a few cells and that "maxima" of auxin leads to organ initiation. Multiple lines of evidence show that auxin is a major signal involved with the initiation of organ differentiation in a variety of Arabidopsis tissues and is both necessary and sufficient for the initiation process.

- Applying exogenous auxin to the surface of a wild type meristem causes the formation of organ primordia\[72\].
- Mutations in genes of auxin transporters lead to plants lacking some organs\[73\].
- Observations of the auxin transporter PIN1\[31\] suggest that auxin is being transported towards the locations where new flower primordia eventually form\[74, 75, 76, 77\].
- The synthetic auxin transcriptional reporter DR5 is highly expressed in areas of the shoot apical meristem where PIN1 appears to be transporting auxin towards and in the early flower primordia tissue\[74, 76, 78\].
- Observations of the recently developed DII-Venus reporter (see section 2.1.3) has corroborated the DR5 observations, further confirming the presence of auxin maxima at early floral organ sites.

Most of this evidence referenced is from work done in the shoot apical meristem. As a result, much of our current understanding of auxin maxima originated from shoot or root meristem observations. But some of the core concepts of auxin transport and maxima have been transferred to other tissues and have lead to a better understanding of their hormone-driven development. In the following sections I will cover auxin maxima in shoot meristems, roots, leaves, and the shoot vasculature.

2.1.5 Meristem Patterning

The Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem (SAM) is a dome shaped structure at the top (apical end) of the shoot that gives rise to all of the above-ground tissue. At the center of this structure is a group of slow-growing cells called the "central zone", commonly thought to be the stem cells of the SAM. Even though the SAM is actively growing the size of the central zone is maintained through a complex signaling mechanism extensively reviewed by Jennifer Fletcher\[79\]. Outside of this circular region, cells differentiate and create the leaves or flowers which grow outward from the edge of the
shoot in regular and predictable arrangements.

The arrangement of these organs around the SAM is a process called phyllotaxis. The pattern is composed of two components: the angles between successive organs called the divergence angle and the time between subsequent organs called the plastochron. The particular pattern displayed is often constant within a species but will sometimes change patterns when the meristem switches from vegetative to reproductive mode (switches from producing leaves to producing flowers). For example, both the leaves and flowers within Arabidopsis form a spiral pattern where each flower or leaf is positioned approximately 137° from the previous leaf or flower. Other patterns that can be formed by phyllotaxis are

- alternate - each successive organ is positioned 180° from the previous organ
- opposite - two organs form simultaneously 180° from each other
- decussate - like opposite but each 180° pair of organs rotates 90° relative to the previous pair
- whorl - similar to spiral but multiple organs are formed simultaneously creating multiple spirals.

The phyllotaxis pattern is the result of auxin patterning. Auxin accumulates in small regions around the periphery of the meristem outside of the central zone as a result of the complex processes described in sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.4. Regions of high auxin concentration begin differentiation into an organ and deplete the immediate surrounding tissue of auxin, preventing organs from forming in that region. Looking at the SAM from the top down and thinking of it as a flat, circular, 2D surface, each organ forms at a location at a particular angle with respect to the previous organ pivoting around the SAM apex. This angle is the phyllotaxis angle.

Since patterning of this tissue as we currently understand is dependent on the synthesis, polar transport, and signaling of auxin, perturbations to various components of this system should lead to disturbances in the wild-type phyllotaxis pattern. But mutations in the genes involved in synthesis, transport, and signaling of auxin don’t lead to noticeable phyllotaxis defects, such as switching from a spiral to an alternate pattern. In order to understand how perturbations to the underlying mechanisms affect phyllotaxis in the SAM, precise measurements will be needed.

2.1.6 Root Patterning

The roots of Arabidopsis form branches, called lateral roots, similar to the above-ground branches and alternate the site of initiation 180° from the previous lateral root. These lateral root structures
are important for gathering water and nutrients from the soil as they greatly increase the surface area. As the primary root grows downward some pericycle cells in the root become "founder cells" which eventually give rise to the lateral root [80]. All pericycle cells can divide when the concentration of auxin in that region becomes elevated with respect to neighbouring regions[81] but only some of these pericycle cell divisions lead to lateral root formation [82].

While we have known that auxin is required for lateral root formation since the discovery of the alf3 and alf4 mutation[83], the exact mechanism of the pattern has alluded us until recently. But there have been a number of observations over the past decade that gave us clues to the mechanism.

1. Mechanical stimulation of the root induces lateral root initiation [84]. When the root is forcefully bent a new lateral root often initiates on the outer edge of the bend, similar to how they usually initiate on the outer edge of the waves. Even in arf7/arf19 double mutants this phenomenon is still observed which suggests the bending activates a pathway downstream of auxin-mediated transcriptional activation. These observations hint at a mechano-sensory component to the phenomenon but to date no one has discovered a mechanical force sensor in Arabidopsis.

2. The spacing of lateral root initiation is influenced by gravity. It has been observed that the lateral roots often form on the outside edge of an oscillating primary root. For example, Lucas et. al. showed through a combination of experiments and modeling that lateral root initiation and root gravitropism are co-regulated and that the gravitropism response has some influence on the lateral root patterning[85]. It it still unclear how much gravitropism influences lateral root initiation since the phenomenon is dependent on a particular geometry (oscillations along the length of the primary root) which is created independent of gravity. The phenomenon could probably be explained through a mechanism parallel to gravity sensing.

3. Auxin influences the space between the founder cells (and therefore the lateral roots) by priming the underlying xylem cells in the basal meristem by accumulating in certain protoxylem cells[86].

Given these observations, it is clear that Arabidopsis roots respond to a variety of inputs. Considering that roots must deliver a wide variety of nutrients, find water at varying depths, and avoid obstacles and traverse heterogeneous soils it is not surprising that they can respond to a variety of different stimuli. But it is still unclear if there is a master regulator of lateral root initiation that is influenced by these different inputs or if there are multiple, independent pathways that lead to lateral root
initiation.

2.1.7 Auxin-Driven Patterning in other Tissues

It is sometimes assumed that the patterning of the vegetative (leaf producing) shoot apical meristem works similarly to the reproductive (flower producing) meristem with auxin being directed to locations around the periphery of the meristem. In the reproductive SAM, PIN1 mutants do not produce flowers. But in the vegetative SAM, PIN1 mutants still produce leaves[87]. So the assumption that both meristems work exactly the same is obviously flawed. We know that PIN1 is present in the Arabidopsis vegetative meristem[75] and that application of exogenous auxin to tomato vegetative meristem causes leaf primordia formation[72]. So assuming that auxin is still playing a similar role in the vegetative meristem is probably safe. But more work will be needed to determine how the vegetative SAM is able to produce leaves without PIN1. In particular, observing fluorescent proteins fused to other PIN proteins would probably yield interesting results.

Beneath the shoot meristem, vascular bundles form that are composed of xylem and phloem elements that transport water and nutrients throughout the plant. These bundles form in a circular pattern with regular spacing[88]. The auxin transporter PIN1 is known to be expressed in xylem and procambium cells, primarily polarized to the basal side of the cells but often laterally as well[24]. Inhibition of PIN1, either through genetic mutation or chemical inhibition, leads to an over-proliferation of xylem cells which spread out around the vascular ring more than in wild type. Additionally, recent work has shown that in brassinosteriod mutants, alterations to the size of the cells in the vascular ring lead to changes in the number of vascular bundles[89]. The authors speculate that an auxin patterning mechanism similar to SAM is at work in the vascular ring.

Leaf edge serrations are also thought to develop with a similar mechanism to the SAM. Leaf primordia arise from founder cells in the periphery of the vegetative SAM at sites of high auxin concentration. Development of a primordium to a mature leaf happens in two distinct stages. During 'primary morphogenesis' the primodium grows through a combination of cell divisions and expansion. During this stage the leaf gets its basic shape and the vascular pattern forms and links up with the shoot vasculature. Then during 'secondary morphogenesis' the leaf grows primarily through cell expansion until it reaches its final size[90, 91, 92]. It is during the primary morphogenesis stage where serrations at the edges of leaves are formed[93]. Polarized PIN1 transports auxin to sites around the leaf edge where it accumulates as evidenced by observations of pPIN1::PIN1-GFP and pDR5::GFP fluorescent
reporters during leaf development[94, 95]. At the site of auxin maxima two things happen. First, PIN1 polarization flips and directs auxin inward through the leaf marking the location of vein formation[96]. Second, the cells in that regions divide and expand more than the cells in the auxin minima, ultimately leading to an outgrowth on the edge of the leaf called a serration. Since this process involves many of the same genes as the analogous process for primordia formation in the SAM, the spacing of the serrations is often thought work through the same mechanism.

Since the processes for auxin patterning just described involve many components and operate in tissues with complex geometry, efforts to understand them through back of the envelope calculations prove difficult. In order to further understand them, computer models than can solve many biochemical differential equations simultaneously are needed.

2.1.8 Modeling

As described in section 2.1.2, auxin has been long thought to influence its own distribution[97]. Given that we currently do not have a complete molecular understanding of the mechanism by which auxin is sensed and PIN proteins are localized, our current models for explaining auxin’s self-influenced patterning assume two very different underlying phenomena. These models can be grouped into two paradigms: flux-based models and concentration-based models. All of these models have been created in a top-down approach where hypothetical mechanisms are devised to explain the observed patterns. And despite assuming completely different underlying mechanisms, both theoretical model paradigms are capable of producing patterns that look similar to the distribution of auxin in live tissue, as measured via DR5 expression.

The flux models are based on Sachs’ canalisation hypothesis[97] which states that cells experiencing flux of a molecule in a certain direction will increase their capacity to transport the molecule in that direction and is based on the observation that during vein formation auxin transport channels become gradually more distinct. In early models, the degree of polar auxin transport is represented by a membrane permeability coefficient[98, 99]. After the discovery of PIN proteins, later models represented the polar auxin transport by coefficients representing concentration of PIN1 on the membranes, degree of polarization, and transport rates[100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. Primarily, these models have been used to understand the process of leaf vein formation. Small differences in initial PIN concentration or polarization are able to self-amplify and create patterns similar to those seen in leaf veins.
Concentration-based models[105, 106, 107, 108] were formulated after the discovery of PIN proteins and therefore all explicitly model membrane PIN levels. In these models, PIN levels increase on the membrane facing the neighbouring cell with the highest auxin level, i.e., up-the-gradient. This proposed feedback mechanism was inspired by observations in the shoot apex, where PINs in the epidermal layer orient toward local auxin maxima that develop into organ primordia [75, 78]. Concentration-based models are sufficient to obtain phyllotaxis-like patterns by amplifying small local increases in auxin into distinct maxima while simultaneously depleting neighbouring cells, resulting in the occurrence of new maxima at fixed distances from older maxima.

More recently, there has been a trend to make concentration based models that can behave like both flux-based and concentration-based models depending on the topology of the tissue and starting conditions[109, 108, 104]. This is the result of thinking that there is a single common mechanism underlying all auxin patterning phenomena. If a single mechanism is responsible for all auxin patterning in all tissues then a single model should be able to explain all of these observations. Additionally, even more complex models have been proposed that consider more than just cell geometry, auxin, and PIN1. As mentioned in section 2.1.2, there is evidence that mechanical forces are at play in the PIN1-auxin feedback loop. Based on these observations, models were made that incorporate stress-responsive alignment of microtubules, seeking to understand how mechanical stress is involved in phyllotaxis patterning[110]. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the math involved in calculating stress in an arbitrarily shaped tissue, the finite element method is required in this model which makes it difficult to incorporate other dynamic phenomena like cell division. Thus, while the model adequately explains how a stress-auxin-PIN1 feedback loop would work it cannot demonstrate the process in an actively growing phyllotaxis model. Although, it may be possible in the future to use a remeshed particle method to adequately model mechanical stress, auxin transport, and cell expansion and division in a single model[111].

In this work I seek to understand how universal our current understanding of auxin patterning is within the context of different *Arabidopsis* tissues, specifically SAM, root, leaf, and shoot vascular tissues. I will start by probing the robustness of our current phylloaxis model and determine which parameters alter the phyllotaxis pattern most dramatically. Using these computational observations, I will seek mutants that have defects in the parameters predicted by the model to have a large effect on phyllotaxis. Using these mutants I will observe auxin distribution in different tissues and determine if there are perturbations to the auxin distribution similar to those predicted by the model.
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Plants and Growth Conditions

Seeds from the genetic backgrounds Col-0 (wild type), L-er (wild type), msc3 (a.k.a. sqn-3), Wa-1 and cycd3;1-3 were used. The wild type lines Col-0 and L-er were acquired from lab stocks. msc3 seeds were a gift from Dr. Hirokazu Tsukaya at the University of Tokyo. msc3 was originally identified in a T-DNA insertion library made with Col-0 plants, so msc3 seeds were back crossed four generations before use. Wa-1 was acquired from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center, germplasm ID CS1586. cycd3;1-3 seeds were acquired from Adrienne Roeder, who made the line using 2 EMS mutants and a T-DNA mutant (cycd3;1, cycd3;2 and cycd3;3). This triple mutant was from both Col-0 and L-er backgrounds so it was back-crossed to Col-0 three generations before use. Triple mutant plants were initially identified by their large size and thick stems. Plants with the correct characteristics were self-crossed and lines that showed no segregation were confirmed to have the correct homozygous mutations and insertions using PCR and sequencing.

2.2.1.1 Growing on Plates

When selecting seeds on plates, seeds were sterilized with 70% ethanol and added to agar plates. The agar plates were made with the following composition:

- 1% PhytoAgar
- 4.3g/L Murashige and Skoog Basal Salt Mixture
- 1mL 1000x concentrated Murashige and Skoog Vitamin Solution
- 30g/L sucrose
- 50ug/mL kanamycin monosulfate.
- 1L DI water

All components except for kanamycin were mixed in a 2L flask and then adjusted to a pH of 5.7 while mixing with a stir bar. The solution was autoclaved for 30min. When the temperature reached 60°C the kanamycin was added from a stock ethanol solution. Plates were poured in a sterile environment.
The sterilized seeds were dried on sterile filter paper and then applied to the MS agar plates. Plates were taped closed with filter tape and stored at 4°C. After a three day vernalization at 4°C, seeds were germinated under constant light at room temperature. 10 days after germination, healthy looking plants were transferred to soil.

**Materials for Growing on Plates**

- Murashige and Skoog Basal Medium (Sigma Aldrich, #M9274)
- Murashige and Skoog Vitamin Solution (Sigma Aldrich, #M3900)
- Sucrose
- Phytoagar (Spectrum Chemical, #40100072)
- Kanamycin (Sigma Aldrich, #60615)
- Deionized water
- Western incubation box 2.875’ x 2.00’ x 1.25’ (Crystalgen, #G755)
- Filter tape, nonwoven, pressure sensitive (Carolina, #199708)
- 1M KOH
- Aluminum foil
- 25ml Serological pipet (USA Scientific, #1072-5410)

**2.2.1.2 Growing in Soil**

When growing in soil, pots of soil were made using the following composition:

- 2 parts Sunshine Mix
- 2 parts SuperSoil Potting Soil
- 1 parts Vermiculite
- 1 parts Perlite
- 0.02 parts Marathon insecticide

Pots were arranged in flats of 12 pots and stored at 4°C for three days before transferring to a growth chamber with 24h illumination. Flats were given 1cm of water every two days.
Materials for Growing in Soil

- High wall petri dishes (Electron Microscopy Sciences, #64332)
- Sunshine Mix (McConkey Co, #SUNSM2)
- SuperSoil Potting Soil (SMG Growing Media)
- Vermiculite #2 Coarse (McConkey Co, #TRWVMIC26)
- Perlite (McConkey Co, #TRWPERL6)
- Marathon Insecticide 1% (OHP Inc, EPA #432-1329-59807)

2.2.2 Fluorescent Lines

A pDR5::2xGFP-N7 fluorescent reporter construct was built using standard Gateway cloning techniques. That construct was transferred to the pMOA33 plasmid, a binary plasmid carrying a kanamycin resistance cassette. In E. coli this plasmid was selected on LB agar using spectinomycin. This E. coli line was mated with an Agrobacteria tumefaciens line carrying the other half of the binary plasmid system and a helper E. coli line. The resulting Agrobacteria tumefaciens line was selected at 27°C on LB plates containing rifamycin, gentamycin, and spectinomycin as the Agrobacteria tumefaciens line contains a rifamycin cassette in its chromosome and a gentamycin cassette on its plasmid.

All Arabidopsis lines previously mentioned in section 2.2.1 were transformed using this pDR5::2xGFP-N7 line using the floral dip method. To transform these plants, seeds were first grown on soil, four plants to a pot, under continuous light. Primary shoots were clipped to encourage growth of multiple secondary shoots. Plants were ready to dip eight days after clipping. A large liquid culture of the Agrobacteria tumefaciens line was grown with LB rifamycin, spectinamycin, and gentamycin at 28°C. Cells were grown until mid log phase. The culture was spun down at 8,000rcf and then resuspended to an OD600 of 0.8 in a 5% aqueous sucrose solution. Before dipping, Silwet L-77 was added to the bacteria sucrose solution to a concentration of 500uL/L or 0.05% and mixed well. Plants were dipped in the bacteria solution for 30 seconds and then transferred to a covered flat with high humidity for 24 hours. These flats were stored at 16°C for four days and then transferred back to the original growth room, uncovered and exposed to continuous light.

Transformed seeds were grown on MS kanamycin plates as previously described. After roots
emerged, plates were inverted and viewed under epifluorescent illumination at 100X magnification (10X 0.24NA objective, 10X eyepieces). Roots with high expression of GFP in the roots were marked and were later transferred to soil. These plants were self crossed and homozygous lines were determined after the third generation. Of these homozygous lines, meristems were dissected and observed with laser scanning confocal microscopy. Lines that had visible GFP expression in the meristem (in addition to expression in the roots) were selected for further experiments.

### 2.2.3 Meristem Experiments

Plants containing the pDR5::2xGFP-N7 fluorescent reporter as described in section 2.2.2 were germinated on MS and kanamycin agar plates and then transferred to soil as previously described in section 2.2.1.2. These plants were grown under continuous light until the shoots entered the reproductive phase and bolted. Flowers were removed with sharp forceps under a dissecting microscope. The meristem and approximately 5mm of stem were removed using forceps and placed in a glass slide. The slide was refrigerated for 15 minutes. This slows endocytosis, which would increase the background noise while imaging FM4-64.

High wall petri dishes were prepared with 1% phytoagar made with DI water. A 1mL solution of 5ug/mL FM4-64 in DI water was prepared from a 200ug/mL stock solution of FM4-64. After the meristem tissue sat at 4°C for 15 minutes, 50uL of the FM4-64 solution was placed on each meristem using a 200uL pipette. The glass slide containing the meristems was placed back in the refrigerator at 4°C for another 15 minutes. Small holes were poked in the agar in the petri dishes. The meristems were removed from the slide and the drop of FM4-64 solution was removed with a Kimwipe. The Meristems were then stuck into the holes in the agar facing upward so the stems protruded into the holes, holding the meristems firmly in place. DI water was added to the petri dishes to a height 1cm above the top of the meristems.

Meristems in agar were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope with a 63x 0.95NA Achromplan water dipping objective. The sample was excited using a single 488nm laser through a 488nm dichroic mirror which can excite both FM4-64 and GFP. A 500-525nm bandpass filter was used to capture light from GFP and a 650nm longpass filter was used to capture light from FM4-64 simultaneously.

Images from this procedure were processed using the technique described below in section 2.2.11. Meshes generated in MorphoGraphX were analysed to find the locations of fluorescent nuclei and
the distance between those clusters of nuclei.

2.2.4 Root Experiments

Plants containing the pDR5::2xGFP-N7 fluorescent reporter as described in section 2.2.1 were germinated on MS and kanamycin agar plates as previously described in section 2.2.1.1. Five days after germination, healthy looking plants were transferred to glass slides. Slides were previously prepared with two pieces of 28 gauge steel wire glued to the slide oriented parallel and spaced apart less than the width of a cover slip to prevent the cover slip from crushing the roots. Each slide contained approximately five plants next to each other oriented in the same direction to make finding root tips easy under magnification. The slide was refrigerated for 15 minutes. This slows endocytosis, which would increase the background noise while imaging FM4-64.

A 1mL solution of 5ug/mL FM4-64 in DI water was prepared from a 200ug/mL stock solution of FM4-64. After the plants sat at 4°C for 15 minutes, 20uL of the FM4-64 solution was placed on each root tip using a 200uL pipette. The glass slide containing the roots was placed back in the refrigerator at 4°C for another 15 minutes. After removing the slides from the refrigerator, the drop of FM4-64 solution was soaked up with a Kimwipe. 75uL of DI water was added to the slide and a cover slip was added, crushing the cotyledons but leaving the roots in good condition. The cover slip was quickly tacked down with two drops of quick drying clear nail polish.

The roots were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope with a 63x 0.95NA Aachoiplan water dipping objective. The sample was excited using a single 488nm laser through a 488nm dichroic mirror which can excite both FM4-64 and GFP. A 500-525nm bandpass filter was used to capture light from GFP and a 650nm longpass filter was used to capture light from FM4-64 simultaneously.

In order to capture images up the length of the root, many overlapping images were taken of each sample starting at the root tip and travelling approximately 500um up the root apically. Images were saved as LSM files then processed in the Fiji software suite[112]. The many images from each sample were stitched together into a single z-stack. In order to quantify the distance between DR5 expressing cells in the root, the number of cells between these points of interest were counted manually while the absolute distance was quantified using Fiji’s built-in measuring tool.
2.2.5 Vascular Experiments

All the fluorescent lines previously generated in section 2.2.2 were used in the vascular experiments. Plants were grown on soil as described in section 2.2.1.2 until the plants were mature. Samples of each plant were taken by cutting a 2mm tall section of shoot using a razor blade. The samples were taken between the first and second carpel starting from the basal end of the shoot. These sections were fixed with formaldehyde, embedded with paraffin, stained and imaged.

Materials Used

- Paraformaldehyde (Sigma Aldrich #P6148)
- 1x Phosphate Buffered Saline solution, pH 7.4 (Life Technologies, #10010-023)
- NaOH, pelletized (Sigma Aldrich #221465)
- H$_2$SO$_4$ (Sigma Aldrich #320501)
- Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich #X100)
- Ethanol, no denatured
- HistoClear (National Diagnostics #HS-200)
- DI water
- Paraplast Plus (Sigma Aldrich #P3683)
- Petri dishes
- Large plastic weigh boats
- Toluidine Blue O (Sigma Aldrich #T3260)
- Razor blades
- Glass scintillation vials (Wheaton Scientific #986746)

Equipment Used

- Leica Microtome
- Laboratory oven
- Heated water bath
- Slide Warmer
• Vacuum Chamber
• Glass jars
• Glass slide holders
• Forceps
• Metal spatula

2.2.6 Fixing

Fresh 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) fixative was prepared. For 500 ml, 400 ml 1x PBS (130 mM NaCl, 7 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 3 mM NaH$_2$PO$_4$ pH7.4) was warmed to 60°C and two pellets of NaOH were dissolved. In a fume hood, 20 g of paraformaldehyde was added and mixed thoroughly until dissolved. The solution was placed on ice and when cooled, the pH was adjusted to 7.2 with H$_2$HSO$_4$ (1-2 drops for 100ml). The volume was adjusted to 500 mL with 1x PBS.

Samples were harvested and placed immediately in 15 mL fresh PFA fixative on ice in glass scintillation vials. Large volumes of fixative were used; usually 20 volumes of fixative to one volume of tissue.

A vacuum (~500 mm Hg) was applied to the samples while on ice. The vacuum was held for 20 minutes while bubbles were released from the sample. The vacuum was slowly released and the samples were then transferred to a new solution of fixative to insure that the tissue remained in the right concentration of fixative. This vacuum step is applied repeatedly until the samples sink to the bottom of the jar of fixative, indicating that all the air bubbles have been released. When samples were not easily penetrated by the fixative, 0.1% Triton X-100 is added to the fixative and the procedure was repeated. Finally, the samples were once more transferred to new fixative and stored at 4°C overnight.

2.2.7 Embedding

A 1xPBS solution and a series of ethanol solutions were pre-cooled to 4°C. The samples were removed from the fixative solution and rinsed in 1xPBS on ice for 30 minutes. The samples were removed and then put in a fresh 1xPBS solution on ice for another 30 minutes.
The samples were removed from the 1xPBS solution and dehydrated with the following series of ethanol solutions.

- 10% ethanol 30 minutes
- 30% ethanol 30 minutes
- 50% ethanol 60 minutes
- 70% ethanol 60 minutes
- 85% ethanol 60 minutes
- 95% ethanol 60 minutes
- 100% ethanol 60 minutes
- 100% ethanol 60 minutes
- 100% ethanol 60 minutes
- 100% ethanol 60 minutes

After the samples were taken through this entire series they were placed in a solution of 0.1% eosine in 100% ethanol and sat overnight at 4°C. Adding eosine to the samples made it easier to find them later once embedded in the semi-transparent paraffin.

Three ethanol/histoclear mixtures (3:1 v/v, 1:1 v/v, and 1:3 v/v) were prepared at room temperature in glass jars as well as a jar of 100% histoclear. The vials containing the samples in ethanol and eosine were decanted and then the following series of mixtures was added to the vials, decanting in between each one.

- ethanol/histoclear (3:1 v/v) 90 minutes
- ethanol/histoclear (3:1 v/v) 90 minutes
- ethanol/histoclear (3:1 v/v) 90 minutes
- 100% histoclear 90 minutes
- 100% histoclear 90 minutes
- 100% histoclear 90 minutes

Paraplast chips were placed in a beaker and heated to 60°C in a laboratory oven to melt the paraffin. When not being used the beaker of paraffin was stored at 60°C. The samples in histoclear were poured into large plastic weigh boats. Molten paraffin was added to the weigh boats and then
the weigh boat was placed in the 60°C for one hour. After an hour, more molten paraffin was poured into each weigh boat. This was repeated every hour for eight hours. Then the histoclear/paraffin mixture was decanted from the weigh boat, leaving the samples behind with a minimal amount of histoclear/paraffin. Fresh molten 100% paraffin was added to the weigh boats. The weigh boats were left overnight at 60°C.

The following day the molten paraffin was replaced with fresh paraffin every four hours, three times. The weigh boats were kept at 60°C the entire time. The following day this procedure was repeated another three times.

The following day a petri dish was filled with molten paraffin and warmed to 60°C. The samples in the weigh boat were transferred to the petri dish using a warm metal spatula. Once all the samples were in the petri dish of paraffin they were arranged to all be oriented the same direction sitting side by side. This makes it easier to cut around them later.

The petri dish was then cooled to room temperature and the paraffin hardened. The dish was left at room temperature for three hours to ensure the paraffin had hardened all the way through. Once it was completely solid a razor blade was used to cut small cubes of parafin out, each one containing a single tissue sample. The cubes were trimmed down to approximately 5mm by 5mm in size so there was a minimal amount of excess paraffin.

Each sample was then placed on a microtome pedestal. The concave surface of the pedestal was filled with molten paraffin and the sample, embedded in a cube of paraffin, was held with forceps on top of the molten paraffin while it solidified. The pedestal was then mounted on the microtome.

2.2.8 Sectioning

After a pedestal was mounted on the microtome, the blade was aligned with the sample and the pedestal was rotated so the blade would cut through the narrowest side of the block first. The microtome was set to 10um increments and then gently turned so that the sample formed a ribbon. The ribbon was floated in a 40°C water bath and then removed using a small paint brush. The ribbon was placed on a glass slide. The glass slide was then placed on a 40°C slide warmer and left to dry for one hour.

This procedure was done for each sample and then the slides were labelled with a marker.

Before removing the paraffin, the samples were stained with Toluidine Blue O. A solution of 0.05%
Toluidine Blue O was made in 10mL of DI water. This solution was added to a glass slide jar and the slides were placed in the solution for 30 minutes. The slides were then removed and rinsed with DI water.

To remove the paraffin from the samples and slides, first a series of histoclear and ethanol baths were prepared. These liquids were placed in glass slide holders so the slides would easily stand up in the liquid, keeping part of the slide above the liquid for easy handling. The slides were taken through the following series without drying in between.

- histoclear 10 minutes
- histoclear 10 minutes
- 100% ethanol 1 minute
- 95% ethanol (5% DI water) 1 minute
- 85% ethanol (15% DI water) 1 minute
- 70% ethanol (30% DI water) 1 minute
- 50% ethanol (50% DI water) 1 minute
- 30% ethanol (70% DI water) 1 minute
- 10% ethanol (90% DI water) 1 minute
- 100% DI water 1 minute

The slides were then air dried for 30 minutes and then either stored in a slide box at 4°C or imaged immediately.

### 2.2.9 Imaging and Analysis

Slides were viewed on a Zeiss Axioskop with a 5x Plan-Neofluar 0.15NA objective. Bright field illumination was provided by a 10W tungsten bulb. Condenser and light source adjustments were made and then images were taken with a Zeiss Axiocam 105 Color camera.

Image files were exported as TIF files from the Zeiss ZEN software. These files were then opened in Fiji[112]. A plugin call `cell-counter` was added to Fiji to assist in numbering cells. Each cell around the base of the vascular ring was counted and numbered using the labelling tool provided by the `cell-counter` plugin.
Once the cells were done being counted, an XML file containing the label data was exported and stored with the TIF images. The number of cells was recorded for each sample.

### 2.2.10 Leaf Experiments

**Materials Used**

- FM4-64 (Life Technologies #T-3166)
- DI water
- 75mm x 25mm glass slides (Sigma Aldrich #CLS294775X50)
- 25mm x 25mm glass cover slips (Sigma Aldrich #Z692263)
- Superglue (Cyanoacrylate adhesive)

**Equipment Used**

- Zeiss LSM 520 laser scanning confocal microscope
- Zeiss Stemi SV11 dissecting microscope
- Forceps
- 200uL pipette

Plants containing the pDR5::2xGFP-N7 fluorescent reporter as described in section 2.2.1 were germinated on MS and kanamycin agar plates as previously described in section 2.2.1.1. Five days after germination, healthy looking plants were transferred to glass slide using forceps. A dot of Superglue was placed on the glass slide and the plant was stuck into the glue root side down with the cotyledons oriented upward. This holds the small plant in place so the meristem and leaves can be dissected easily. The cotyledons were dissected away with sharp forceps under a dissecting microscope with 10x magnification, exposing the youngest leaves. These leaves were removed by gently pushing with the forceps.

Slides were previously prepared with two pieces of 28 gauge steel wire glued to the slide oriented parallel and spaced apart less than the width of a cover slip to prevent the cover slip from crushing the leaves. Each slide contained approximately five leaves next to each other oriented in the same direction. The slide was refrigerated for 15 minutes. This slows endocytosis, which would increase the background noise while imaging FM4-64.
A 1mL solution of 5ug/mL FM4-64 in DI water was prepared from a 200ug/mL stock solution of FM4-64. After the plants sat at 4°C for 15 minutes, 20uL of the FM4-64 solution was placed on each leaf using a 200uL pipette. The glass slide containing the leaves was placed back in the refrigerator at 4°C for another 15 minutes. After removing the slides from the refrigerator, the drop of FM4-64 solution was soaked up with a Kimwipe. 75uL of DI water was added to the slide and a cover slip was added. The cover slip was quickly tacked down with two drops of quick drying clear nail polish.

The leaves in agar were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope with a 63x 0.95NA Achroplan water dipping objective. The sample was excited using a single 488nm laser through a 488nm dichroic mirror which can excite both FM4-64 and GFP. A 500-525nm bandpass filter was used to capture light from GFP and a 650nm longpass filter was used to capture light from FM4-64 simultaneously.

2.2.11 MorphoGraphX Image Processing

LSM images of the meristem were processed to extract the positions of the cell walls in the first layer and the locations of fluorescent nuclei. This procedure relies on the software MorphoGraphX[113] and some particular computer hardware and software.

2.2.11.1 Computer Hardware

- At least 16GB of RAM.
- Nvidia graphics card, 2GB of RAM or more recommended.

2.2.11.2 Software

- Linux operating system.
  - Ubuntu or Kubuntu will be simplest if you are not an experienced Linux user.
  - The distribution must be able to run proprietary NVIDIA graphics drivers.
- MorphoGraphX[113] (Lab of Richard Smith, Max Planck Institute for Plant Breeding Research)

Other software that can be used in place of MorphoGraphX
The first step for importing the data into MorphoGraphX was to convert the z-stack into TIFF format. The easiest tool for this job is ImageJ or Fiji, which is a particular distribution of ImageJ with many useful plug-ins already installed. In this work Fiji was used in place of ImageJ but ImageJ can be used also. In that case a plug-in would need to be installed which allows ImageJ to read the particular z-stack format, in this case an LSM file (LSMToolbox for Zeiss LSM files, Loci_tools for Leica LIF files, Bio-formats for Nikon ND2 or Zeiss CZI files).

In order for MorphoGraphX to interpret the image file correctly the first image in the series to be the top of the meristem. When the order was reversed the data was exported as a series of individual TIFF files rather than a multi-TIFF so the order of the images could be reversed.

Before beginning the image processing, some steps were taken to taken to insure all the software was set up and our data was ready to be processed.

- ImageJ or Fiji was installed
- MorphoGraphX was installed. On Ubuntu this can be done through the built-in package manager.
- The x,y,z dimensions of the voxels from the image file metadata were retrieved.

### 2.2.11.3 Multiple TIFF Images

When exporting the image data from LSM files into a series of TIF images, the following procedure was used.

1. Open ImageJ or Fiji.
2. Click on File, then Save As, then Image Sequence.
3. Select the TIFF format and start the numbering at 0.
4. Click OK.

- This will create multiple image files.
- One file for each slice in the z-stack.
Figure 2.2: Example of an image processed in MorphoGraphX.  

A. Z-stack loaded.  
B. After surface detection.  
C. Side view after editing of surface to remove extraneous parts.  
D. Creation of coarse mesh.  
E. Image data mapped onto mesh surface.  
F. Smoothing of the data on mesh surface.
The following Bash script (OSX, Linux or Cygwin environments only) was used to reverse the numerical order of the TIF file names when needed. This assumes the files are named like 'image3.tif'. The second line of the script can be modified if the files are named differently. The script was copied into the same directory as the multiple TIFF files and run.

```bash
#!/bin/bash
image=( image*.tif )
MAX=${#image[0]}
for i in ${image[0]}
doi do
  num=${i:5:3} # grab the digits
  compliment=$(printf '%03d' $(echo $MAX-$num | bc))
  ln $i copy_of_image$compliment.tif
done
```

In order to import these TIF images into MorphoGraphX, the following procedure was used:

1. The MorphoGraphX program was started.
2. In the top menu bar select Stack then Stack1 then Main then Image Sequence.
3. Click Add Files.
4. Select all of the image files in the series.
5. Click OK.
6. Input the X, Y, and Z dimensions of the voxels in micrometers.
   - These data were available in the metadata associated with the original image file.
7. Click Start and the stack appears in the main window in a semi-transparent state as seen in Figure 2.2A.

### 2.2.11.4 Single TIFF Image

In order to export the data as a single multi-TIFF image, the following procedure was used:

1. Click on File, then Save As, then Tiff.
2. Select the TIFF format and start the numbering at 0.
• This creates multiple image files, one for each slice in the z-stack.

• This file is imported into MorphoGraphX.

3. Open the MorphoGraphX program.

4. Drag the TIFF file into the main window.

• This opens a window where the X, Y, and Z dimensions of the voxels in micrometers are manually entered.

• These data were available in the metadata associated with the original image file.

5. Click *Start* and the stack appears in the main window in a semi-transparent state as seen in Figure 2.2A.

### 2.2.11.5 Building the Mesh

To convert the image data into a mesh representing the surface of the meristem the following procedure was used:

1. On the right side, select the *Process* tab, then the *Stack* tab.

2. Expand the *Morphology* section.

3. Click on *Closing*.

4. Change the *X Radius*, *Y Radius*, and *Z Radius* parameters to 15.

5. Click *Go*.

6. Confirm that the cell boundaries are no longer visible and the meristem looks like a solid mass.

• The original data is still unmodified in *Main, Stack1, Work*.

• If the cells are still visible, increase the *Radius* parameters.

7. Click on *Edge Detect*.

8. Modify the parameters that appear towards the bottom.

• The values for these parameters depend on the brightness and the amount of background noise in the data.

• Start with the default values but change *Threshold* to 100000.
9. Make sure the surface looks relatively smooth as in Figure 2.2B.
   - There should be no large spikes protruding from the surface.
   - Experiment with different parameters.

10. Erase any structures that you do not want included in the mesh like flower primordia.
   10.1. At the top of the window select the *Pixel Edit* tool.
   10.2. To erase, hold *Ctrl* and *Alt* and click regions with the left mouse button.
   10.3. When not holding *Ctrl* and *Alt* use the mouse to move and rotate the image.
   10.4. Use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom in and out.
   10.5. Look for small extraneous bits around the meristem and erase those, too.
   10.6. With the opacity turned up, it should look like Figure 2.2C.

11. In the *Process* tab, click the *Mesh* tab and expand the *Creation section*.

12. Select *Marching Cubes Surface*.

13. Try the default parameters and click *Go*.

14. To view the mesh:
   14.1. Go to the *Main* tab, then the *Stack 1* tab.
   14.2. Disable *Main* and *Work*
   14.3. Enable *Mesh*
   14.4. Choose *ALL* from the *View* dropdown menu.
   14.5. It should look similar to Figure 2.2D.

15. Go to the *Process* tab, then the *Mesh* tab, in the *Structure* section select *Smooth Mesh* and click *Go*.

16. Select *Subdivide Mesh* and click *Go*.

17. Repeat steps 15 and 16 until there are at least 1 million vertices.
   - This number can be found at the bottom of the window.
   - More vertices will improve accuracy at the expense of memory usage.
• At some point more vertices is no longer helpful.

18. Remove the bottom of the mesh.

18.1. Position the meristem so you are facing it from the side. Double clicking will snap it into place.

18.2. On the right side of the window, choose the Select Points in Mesh button.

18.3. Hold hold Ctrl and Alt and use the mouse to select the entire bottom of the mesh.

18.4. Use the Del key to remove the selected vertices.

19. Map the image data onto the mesh.

19.1. Select the Main tab.

19.2. Make sure the Main stack is selected rather than the Working stack.

• This determines which data will be mapped onto the mesh.

19.3. Select the Process tab.

19.4. In the Mesh tab expand the Signal section.

19.5. Select Map Signal.

19.6. Choose 1µm for the Min Dist parameter and 4µm for the Max Dist parameter.

19.7. Click Go.

19.8. Go the the Main tab. Unselect Work and select Mesh. This should display the image data mapped onto the mesh.

19.9. It should look similar to Figure 2.2E.

20. Confirm that the image data mapped on to the mesh looks good.

21. If deeper cells layers are appearing on the surface, experiment with the parameters in step 19.6.

22. Select Smooth Mesh Signal from the Signal section.

23. Click Go. This will smooth out the image data to help the segmentation algorithm produce straighter boundaries. It should look similar to Figure 2.2F.
Now the data are mapped onto the mesh. The meshed was viewed by turning off the stacks. When the image looked jagged or overly pixelated, more vertices were added to the mesh using steps 15 and 16 and then re-maped the data onto the mesh using step 19. Then the image was ready to be segmented.

The previous steps were automated using MorphoGraphX’s Python scripting capabilities. The following code performs the steps automatically but can’t be paused to view the intermediate steps. When intermediate steps are needed to be viewed, parts of the code were commented out.

To run Python code in MorphoGraphX, the code was first saved to a text file that has the .py file extension. In MorphoGraphX click on the System tab, then select Python. Choose the file that contains the Python code, then click Go.

```
Stack.Closing(15,15,15)
Stack.Edge_Detect(100000,2,0.3,30000)
Mesh.Marching_Cubes_Surface(5,5000)
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(3)
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Project_Signal("No",1,3,0,50000)
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh_Signal()
```

When running an older version of MorphoGraphX the stack often requires more processing before the edge detection step. In that case the following code was used.

```
Stack.Resize_Canvas("Yes","Yes",0,0,40)
Stack.Shift_Stack(0,0,20)
Stack.Average(1,1,1,1)
Stack.Closing(15,15,15)
Stack.Edge_Detect(100000,2,0.3,30000)
Mesh.Marching_Cubes_Surface(5,5000)
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
```
Figure 2.3: Segmentation of cells in MorphoGraphX. **A.** Seeds drawn on the mesh. One seed is drawn in the center of each cell. This helps the watershed segmentation algorithm correctly differentiate between different cells. **B.** After watershed segmentation. **C.** Creation of cells using 1µm line segments. **D.** Side view of the cells.

Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(3)
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Subdivide()
Mesh.Project_Signal("No",1,3,0,50000)

### 2.2.11.6 Segmenting

The following procedure was used to detect the edges of the cells in the mesh:

1. At the left side of the window, click the *Add New Seed* tool.
2. Hold *Ctrl* and *Alt* and use the mouse to click the interior of a cell.
3. Do this for each cell as seen in Figure 2.3A.

- Each cell should turn a different color.
- You can drag the mouse to color a larger portion of the cell interior.
- This can help if the background noise is high.
- Each time you click you are drawing with a new cell-seed.
- If you have already picked the mouse up but want to keep drawing with the same seed, select the *Add Current Seed* tool and draw with that.
- To revert back to making new seeds, select the *Add New Seed* tool again.
- To erase a seed:
  (a) Click on the *Label Color* (the colored box at the top of the window). The color should disappear.
  (b) Choose the paint bucket tool.
  (c) Click on the seed that you want to erase.
- With a new seed, draw a circle around the area you want segmented as seen in Figure 2.3A.

4. In the *Process* tab, expand the *Segmentation* section.

5. Click on *Watershed Segmentation*.

6. Use the default parameters.

7. Click *Go*.

8. Wait for the segmentation to complete.

9. The mesh should look similar to Figure 2.3B.

10. If you are satisfied with the segmentation, proceed to step 13.

11. If there are corners between the cells that are not assigned a color:

   11.1. In the *Process, Mesh, Cell Mesh* section select *Fix Corners*.

   11.2. Click *Go*.

   11.3. In the *Segmentation* section, choose *Watershed Segmentation*. 
11.4. Click Go.

11.5. The corners should now be fixed.

12. If you are not satisfied with the smoothness of the boundaries:

12.1. In the Process, Mesh, Structure section select Subdivide Adaptive Near Borders.

12.2. Map the signal data onto the mesh again using the procedure described previously at step 19 in the section 'Building the Mesh'.

12.3. In the Process, Segmentation section select Watershed Segmentation.

12.4. Use the default parameters.

12.5. Click Go.

13. Expand the Cell Mesh section and select Convert to Cells.

14. Choose a value of 1 µm for the Minimum Distance parameter.

   • This determines the smallest wall segment.
   
   • Smaller values increase the number of points in the final dataset.
   
   • Larger values decrease the number of points but may miss small details in the cell boundaries.
   
   • The mesh should now look similar to 2.3C and 2.3D.

15. Save the cell data.

15.1. From the top menus, select the Mesh dropdown menu.

15.2. Select Mesh 1, then Export.

15.3. Choose Cells for the file type.

   • This creates a text file will coordinates of cell boundaries only.
   
   • The entire mesh data is not included.

15.4. Click OK.

16. Save the mesh.

16.1. From the top menus, select the Mesh dropdown menu.

16.2. Select Mesh 1, then Save.
• This creates a .mgxm file.

• All of the mesh data is included.

• This file can be used to re-load the mesh later.

16.3. Click OK.

When errors are received while trying to create cells (step 13), there sometimes was a problem with the structure of the mesh. The following Python code was used to try to fix the problem. After running this code, the steps at 13 were used to build the cells again.

```python
Mesh.Segment_Mesh(20000)
count = 0
while count < 2:
    try:
        Mesh.Make_Cells(1)
        break
    except:
        Mesh.Fix_Corners()
        Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
        Mesh.Segment_Mesh(20000)
    count += 1
```

At this point the data is exported as a text file (as created in step 15). This file contains the coordinates of all the cell boundaries. This can then be used in the analysis of DR5 expression in the meristem as described in section 2.2.3.

### 2.3 Results

Though we know a lot about the mechanisms of polar auxin transport, we don’t fully understand which parts of that system are the most sensitive. Or to put it another way, when perturbed, which parts cause the greatest change in phenotype? To understand this better, I first created computer models to easily tune different parameters. These models led to a number of hypotheses which I then tested.
Figure 2.4: Examples of the graphical output from L-systems. The cells grow over a semi-realistic SAM geometry. Outgrowth of primordia is purely visual and does not affect the functioning of the model in any way.

(a) Decussate phyllotaxis  (b) Alternate phyllotaxis  (c) Spiral phyllotaxis

2.3.1 Phyllotaxis Model

Previously, Richard Smith and colleagues created a model of phyllotaxis that incorporated polar auxin transport on a growing mesh of cells that simulate semi-realistic SAM geometry[105]. This model was built in the L-Systems software package in C++ and compiled to run on a Windows operating system. I borrowed this software package and modified the model to incorporate some of the biochemical equations put forth by Jönsson et al[107]. This model is capable of generating all of the phyllotaxis patterns commonly observed in plants. Figure 2.4 shows examples of the graphical output. The cells grow and divide over the geometry of a paraboloid. The primordia that grow out from the sides of the paraboloid are only visual and the geometry of the cellular mesh is not actually stretched.

Due to the particular math involved in this model, running it takes a considerable amount of time on a standard laptop. In order to try many different parameter combinations I developed a system for running this software on Amazon’s EC2 cloud service. This allows for the model to run on an arbitrary number of computers simultaneously each with a different combination of parameters. My software sends parameters combinations to each model instance and reads the output of each instance, which is composed of a series of divergence angles and plastochron times in text form.

After trying many different values for individual model parameters I found that two of the parameters which effected the phyllotaxis pattern the most were the size of the meristem tissue and the size of the cells. To explore that space more, I tuned both of those parameters, trying each possible pair of values within a certain range, while leaving all other parameters untouched. The results of that experiment are plotted in Figure 2.5.
2.3.2 Modeling Auxin Movement

In this complex model, cell size appears to play a major part in controlling the phyllotaxis pattern. This could be due to the fact that diffusion within individual cells is not considered (within this particular model). Once a molecule of auxin is transported into a cell it is free to diffuse out of or be transported across any other membrane. *In vivo* diffusion through individual cells definitely occurs but it may have little effect if the rate of other processes (transport across membranes) is slow compared to intracellular diffusion. This means auxin is always well mixed and there is no auxin gradient across a cell. To explore this phenomenon further I created a simple cellular model of auxin diffusion through a single file of rectangular cells implemented in SciPy with functions derived from Cellzilla[116] and Cellerator[117].
In this model passive diffusion across membranes is ignored. Only two factors are considered: transport across membranes between neighbouring cells and diffusion within cells. These factors are modelled using the Cellerator diffusion function \( \{ X \rightarrow X, \text{Diffusion}[f[i,j,k]] \} \) and the Cellzilla transport function \( \{ X \rightarrow X, \text{Transport}[\text{fout},\text{fin}] \} \). These two functions represent the equations for Fick's law of diffusion
\[
J = -D \frac{\partial X}{\partial x}
\] (2.1)
and this equation representing facilitated membrane transport
\[
\frac{d[X_i]}{dt} = \frac{\ell_k}{A_i} (f_{in}(i,j,k)) - f_{out}(i,j,k) - f_{in}(i,j,k) + f_{out}(i,j,k)
\] (2.2)
Each cell is broken up into many individual elements (finite element method) so that diffusion through the cell can be easily calculated. The transport function is only applied to the elements at the boundaries of the cells.

First, a model was created with 175 cells and was run both with diffusion (2.6A) and without diffusion (2.6B). The model was started with randomized initial auxin concentrations in each cell and ran until a steady state was reached where auxin was no longer transported. As the model runs auxin is transported to the neighbouring cell with the highest auxin concentration. This leads to regions of high and low concentrations of auxin, or "peaks" and "valleys." When the model is run to a steady state condition the peaks turn into single cells containing all of the auxin and valleys containing none. This condition may not actually be encountered \textit{in vivo} but gives a simple method to quantify the number and spacing of peaks: count the cells with greater than zero auxin.

Initially, the parameters of diffusion were intentionally tweaked so that the number of peaks was nearly identical in both the diffusion and diffusion-free models. Then a second model was created with one third as many cells but each cell being three times as wide and having three times as many elements. This model was also run with diffusion (2.6C) and without diffusion (2.6D) using the same diffusion parameters as before.

Then the models were each run 100 times for each condition (400 times total) to determine the average number of "auxin peaks" under each condition. These results show that when intracellular diffusion is considered the spacing of auxin peaks is nearly identical. The auxin peaks accumulate at approximately the same distances apart but with fewer cells in between. When intracellular diffusion is ignored, the spacing of the auxin peaks is dependent on the size of the cells. Auxin peaks
accumulate at different distances apart but with approximately the same number of cells between peaks.

If we assume that *in vivo* intracellular diffusion is rapid compared to intercellular transport then morphological features that result from auxin accumulation should be altered in plants with different sized cells.

### 2.3.3 Shoot Apical Meristem

Auxin accumulates in small regions around the periphery of the meristem at the sites of future organ primordia. The auxin reporter, DR5, is transcribed in high levels in about five to ten cells in each of these regions. Typically these regions form approximately 137 from the last region. Although this tissue is a more complex system than a simple line of rectangular cells, if cell size does play a significant part in controlling the distribution of auxin, the effect should be measurable in mutants with abnormal cell size.

To study the effects that cell size has on auxin distribution in the shoot meristem, auxin transcriptional reporters were added to mutant lines with abnormal cell sizes. The reporter used was pDR5::2xGFP-N7, a nuclear localized GFP that is expressed in areas of high auxin concentration. This reported was transformed into five lines: Ler, Col-0, Wa-1, cycd3;1-3, and msc3. See table 2.1. Transformants were self-crossed to generate homozygous reporter lines. Chosen homozygous reporter lines were picked based on high GFP expression in the roots which is visible under an epifluorescent dissecting microscope.
Table 2.1: Lines Transformed with DR5 Reporter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ler</td>
<td>Wt</td>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col-0</td>
<td>Wt</td>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa-1</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>Tetraploid ecotype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycd3;1-3</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Hygromycin</td>
<td>Triple Cyclin mutant, mixed background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msc3</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>Allele of SQN (cyclophilin 40) gene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.7: Comparison of cell sizes in the shoot apical meristem. Two wild type ecotypes and three mutants.

These three mutants were previously reported to have abnormal cell sizes. Wa-1, a tetraploid ecotype, is taller than wild type with a thicker stem, leaves with a larger surface area, and is reported to have larger cells throughout the plant. cycd3;1-3, a triple Cyclin mutant, also is taller, thicker, and has broader leaves than wild type, and is reported to have larger cells. msc3, an allele of the SQN gene in the Col-0 background, is approximately the same size as Col-0 and has smaller but more numerous cells throughout the plant. To quantify the extent of the cell size abnormalities in the meristem, five meristems from each line were stained with FM4-64 (a fluorescent, lipophilic membrane dye), imaged with laser scanning confocal microscopy, and then processed with MorphoGraphX (see section 2.2.11) to extract the geometry of the cells in the first epidermal layer.

The geometric data extracted from MorphoGraphX were used to calculate the 2-dimensional areas of each cell in each meristem using a custom Python script. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 2.7. Both wild type lines have approximately the same distribution of cell sizes in the meristem around $20\mu m^2$. The large cell mutants both have cell areas larger than wild type with
Figure 2.8: DR5 expression in the shoot apical meristem. Processed in MorphoGraphX to only show a projection from the first layer of cells. *Red:* FM4-64. *Green:* pDR5::2xGFP-N7. Scale bar is 20\(\mu m\)

cycd3;1-3 around 50\(\mu m^2\) and Wa-1 cells around 70\(\mu m^2\). msc3 cells on the other hand were around the same size as wild type cells, around 20\(\mu m^2\). Further analysis of this line showed that cells in the leaves, roots, and shoot were in fact smaller than wild type as reported.

One possible explanation for this lack of small cells in the SAM is that these cells are already at a minimum size. This lower limit could be set by the size of the nucleus, which could be determined by the size of the chromosomes it contains. In an attempt to lower the minimal cells size in the meristem, the msc3 line was crossed to cenh3-1/+ GFP-tailswap/GFP-tailswap, a line able to induce haploidy[118]. Seeds from this cross either did not germinate or were not haploid, suggesting this particular combination of mutants is embryonic lethal.

To quantify the distribution pattern of auxin in these cell size mutants, the plants were imaged as before this time capturing FM4-64 on one channel and GFP on a second channel as shown in Figure 2.8. The 2-channel images were processed with MorphoGraphX to extract the geometry of the first layer of cells and also classify segmented cells as either DR5 positive or negative, as shown in figure 2.9. This was done for all of the mutants, as shown in figure 2.10.

Using the data extracted with MorphoGraphX, the distances and number of cells between each of the DR5 regions were calculated using a custom Python script. Cells labeled as DR5-positive cells were grouped manually. A centroid (arithmetic mean of points) was calculated using the center of each DR5-positive as an equally weighted point. These centroids were used as the reference points
Figure 2.9: Meristems segmented using MorphGraphX to extract the geometry of the first layer of epidermal cells. *Left:* The segmented cell geometry. *Center:* Cell geometry overlayed with the DR5 signal extracted from the first layer. *Right:* Segmented cells containing DR5 labelled to differentiate them from non-DR5 expressing cells.

Figure 2.10: Three DR5 Meristem Comparison

when calculating distances and number of cells. The results of these measurements are shown in figure 2.11.

The difference between wild type and *mscβ* and large cell mutants is clear when looking at absolute distances between DR5 regions. The DR5 regions are almost twice as far apart in the large cell mutants compared to wild type and *mscβ*. But the difference is not so clear when looking at number of cells in between regions as the error in the measurements is relatively large. This could be due to the method in which the measurement was made. To make that measurement, any cell crossed by the shortest line between regions is counted, even if the line crossed only a small corner of the cell. Also, some regions of the meristem are dividing faster than other, as shown in the first chapter. If the line happens to cross through a region undergoing rapid division then more cells would be counted. Or it is possible that there really is a lot of variability between plants of the same line, or even the same meristem at different points in time. Capturing such variability using snapshots of a highly dynamic process is error prone and increasing the sample size may not yield any more interesting results without a fundamental change to the experiment. One such experiment could be live imaging many plants and quantifying how the number of cells between DR5 regions changes every couple of hours.
2.3.4 Shoots

During early shoot development it is thought that auxin is transported around the base of the vascular ring. In areas where auxin accumulates a vascular bundle is formed. If this is true then vascular development might be under the control of the same mechanisms at play in the meristem and the cell size dependent phenomenon shown in the model might be relevant.

To test this I looked at cross sections of shoots in wild type and cell size mutants to see if there was a correlation between number of cells and number of bundles. Tissue samples of mature plants were taken, fixed in formaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, stained with Toluidine Blue O (to increase the contrast of the cells in the vasculature), mounted, and imaged. In the images I manually counted the number of bundles in each sample as seen in figure 2.12A. Additionally I used image processing techniques to assist in the counting of the cells at the base of the vascular ring, as seen in figure 2.12B.

The results of this study shown in figure 2.13 indicate that there is a linear relationship between the number of cells in the vascular ring and the number of bundles in adult shoot tissue. In general, more cells lead to more vascular bundles. Although, it is interesting to note that Wa-1 and cyd3;1-3
Figure 2.12: Paraffin embedded sections of the shoot showing vascular bundles stained with Toluidine Blue O. A: msc3 shoot showing 9 vascular bundles. B: Cells at the base of the vascular ring are counted.

...did not have the fewest number of cells, which is what would be assumed if the cells were larger and the shoot was the same size compared to wild type. In these mutants which have more cells than wild type, the vascular cells are in fact larger but the shoot is also larger, which more than makes up for the larger cells. Despite this observation, the more cells more bundles relationship holds up.

### 2.3.5 Roots

In the roots of Arabidopsis, lateral roots develop in an alternating pattern out of the sides of the primary root, usually on the outside edge of a curve. To test if the transport-limited model is at play in this case, large and small cell mutants with the pDR5::2xGFP-N7 reporter were observed. The plants were grown on MS agar and individual plants were removed and imaged at one, three and ten days after germination. These plants were stained with FM4-64 to label the cell membranes and then observed with laser scanning confocal microscopy.

Initially the goal was to find the areas of DR5 expression along the root and using image processing techniques measure the distance and number of cells between these areas. But the images showed that the expression of DR5 in the roots of cell size mutants, particularly the large cell mutants *cycd3;1-3* and Wa-1, was disorganized compared to wild type. In Wa-1 at one day after germination, as shown in Figure 2.14A, there is a repeating DR5 pattern similar to wildtype (pairs of DR5 expressing cells periodically up the root with increasing space in between higher on the root) but with rapidly decreasing intensity as the expressing cells are pushed further from the meristem.
Figure 2.13: Relationship between number of vascular bundles in the shoot and the number of cells around the base of the vascular ring.

Three days after germination (Figure 2.14B) the pairs of DR5 expressing cells above the meristem have turned into a mass of seemingly randomly arranged DR5 expressing cells with a single file of DR5 expressing cells progressing basally away from the meristem. By ten days after germination (Figure 2.14C) the root has enlarged, the meristem has become completely disorganized with DR5 expressing cells scattered throughout, and no DR5 expression basal to the meristem. But despite this breakdown in auxin signalling, or at least in the expression of one particular auxin-sensitive promoter, the plant still makes wild type looking lateral roots at the sites of curvature.

Given that auxin is a critical component in our model, it is difficult to imagine how the transport limited model could be accurate in the root given the disorganization displayed by the auxin reporter.

2.3.6 Leaves

During leaf formation, auxin is transported around the periphery of the leaf primordium. Leaf serrations or teeth develop in the areas of high auxin accumulation. Although this is a highly dynamic system like the SAM, one could imagine the ring of cells along the perimeter being stretched out into a straight line like the simple linear model described earlier. If the assertion that the cells are well mixed (or at least sufficiently mixed given the rate of intercellular transport) is true then
we should expect the spacing of the leaf serrations to be dependent on cell size. Plants with larger cells but the same size leaf as wild type should have fewer teeth. The cell size mutants considered here do in fact have similar size leaves to wild type even though their cells are different sizes.

To quantify this phenomenon 100 leaves were collected from each line, two per plant. The leaves were flattened and the side of the leaf with the most well defined teeth was chosen and the teeth were counted on that side, as shown in figure 2.15. The results from these observations (Figure 2.16) show that the large cell mutants have fewer teeth than wild type while the small cell mutant has more teeth than wild type on average, though, the magnitude of the effect is not as large as one might expect. The cells in Wa-1 and cycd3;1-3 are at least twice as large as wild type but only have about 25% fewer teeth. Likewise, msc3 mutants only have about 25% more teeth than wild type.

Given that the cells in Wa-1 and cycd3;1-3 have approximately twice the diameter and four times the area of wild type cells, one might expect Wa-1 and cycd3;1-3 leaves to have half as many serrations. So the linear model auxin-gradient-free model does not fully explain this phenomenon.
Figure 2.15: Rosette leaves from wild type and cell size mutant plants. Serrations are counted along one side of a leaf. A: Col-0. B: CycD3;1-3. C: Wa-1. D: msc3.

Figure 2.16: Mean number of teeth per rosette leaf. Sample size was 100 leaves per line. Teeth counted on one side of leaf.
2.4 Discussion

Previous work in this field has determined that auxin accumulation is often responsible for organ formation and tissue differentiation. In areas of the plant where auxin accumulates cells expand and divide rapid and differentiate. It has been shown that polar auxin transporters play a key role in the distribution of auxin and therefore control morphogenesis. Currently there are two competing explanations for how these polar auxin transporters chose the direction to pump auxin. One is that (through an unknown mechanism) the PIN protein are localized to the membrane adjacent to the neighboring cell with the highest auxin concentration and pump auxin towards that cell. The other is that PIN proteins localize to the side of the cell which is transporting the most auxin and transport more auxin, leading to a positive feedback loop. But given all that is known about this system, none of this explains how the spacing between auxin maxima is determined or controlled.

Here I have shown that cell size is a critical factor in controlling the accumulation of auxin in certain parts of the plant. The model predicts that when transport across the membrane is the rate limiting step, auxin accumulates in regions separated by a consistent number of cells rather than a consistent distance. I tested this by looking at auxin and organ spacing in mutants with different cell diameters. If the model is to be believed then organs should have larger spaces between them in plants with larger cells and smaller spaces in plants with smaller cells.

In the shoot apical meristem, at least during its reproductive phase, the spacing of the floral primordia is affected by the size of the cells. The absolute distance between primordia as measured along the surface of the meristem is about 75% greater in large cell mutants compared to both wild type and msc3, which has the same sized cells as wild type in the SAM. When looking at the number of cells between primordia, the average number of cells is approximately the same in all mutants, which supports the model’s predictions. But the variability in those particular measurements is great enough that it is possible that there really is a difference in cell numbers between large cell mutants and wild type and the difference is just hidden in the noise.

The amount of variability may be an artifact of the particular measurement used. To measure the number of cells between primordia, a line was created in software between the centers of the primordia being measured. This line followed the curvature of the meristem surface and intersected with cell boundaries. The number of intersections \( n \) were counted to determine the number of cells in between the primordia, \( n + 1 \). Sometimes the line would pass through a very small section of the corner of a cell, which would not contribute much to the distance but would increase the cell count
by one. Considering the small number of cells between sequential primordia, adding an extra cell or two could increase the cell count by a relatively large amount. A different algorithm for measuring cell numbers might lead to results with smaller error bars.

In the shoot tissue, the spacing of the vascular bundles also seems to be affected by cell size. It is thought that during early development auxin is transported around a ring of cells in the shoot. In areas where auxin accumulates the tissue differentiates and forms vascular bundles. I have shown that in large and small cell mutants the number of vascular bundles is tightly correlated with the number of cells in the vascular ring. However, in this study the shoot tissue was observed long after the vascular bundles had formed and the size of the cells in the mature tissue probably had no influence on vascular structure. It is possible that during the developmental stage where auxin distribution affected vascular bundle formation the cells in the mutants were also of larger or smaller size, which would support the model.

Previous work has shown that in early leaf primordia, auxin accumulates in areas around the periphery of the leaf [119]. In these areas of high auxin concentration, serrations are formed. If we assume that auxin transport is behaving similar to the model and that the leaves in cell size mutants have the same circumference as wild type then we would expect the number of serrations to vary in proportion to the cell size. The size of leaves in cell size mutants turns out to not be exactly the same as wild type but is similar enough to make a comparison. I observed large cell mutants to have fewer serrations than wild type and the small cell mutant to have more serrations than wild type. The proportions are not exactly what is expected given the magnitude in change of cell size but this could be due to differences in leaf primordia size between the mutants. For example, in large cell mutants a fewer-serrations phenotype due to larger cells could be masked by a larger primordia, which would increase the number of cells and therefore the number of serrations. Nevertheless the direction of change is in agreement with the model suggesting that auxin movement in the leaf is transport limited rather than diffusion limited.

In roots, auxin is thought to play a role in meristem maintenance and also in the formation of lateral roots. If the positioning of the lateral roots is determined by transport-limited auxin movement rather than diffusion-limited movement (or some other mechanism) then large and small cell mutants should show differences in spacing between lateral roots. In this study I observed that auxin distribution, or at least the expression of DR5 (which should be an accurate proxy for auxin distribution), basal of the meristem is disorganized in large and small cell mutants. Yet those plants make a typical number of lateral roots that appear to be phenotypically normal.
One possible explanation for this observation is that auxin distribution is normal in these mutants while DR5 expression is altered and is not acting as a proxy for auxin concentration due to some interference in the upstream auxin signalling pathway. I find this explanation to be unlikely as DR5 expression is normal throughout other parts of the plant in cell size mutants. It is possible that the roots have a slightly different auxin signalling pathway than the above-ground tissue that is particularly sensitive to some difference in the cell size mutants. Additionally, if auxin signalling was actually interrupted in the roots, one would expect other parts of the roots to have phenotypic abnormalities which were not observed.

Another possible explanation is that auxin is not necessary for the patterning of lateral roots. It has been shown that auxin accumulates at bends in the root where a lateral root primordia eventually forms. It has also been shown that auxin is critical to the formation of lateral roots as this tissue is malformed in auxin synthesis mutants. Taking these observations as fact, it is still possible for auxin to not be necessary for the positioning of the lateral roots. For example, the accumulation of auxin at the future sites of lateral roots primordia may be coincidental rather than directly upstream of primordia formation like in the shoot meristem. One could imagine a mechanism (X) that causes both auxin accumulation (Y) and lateral root formation in the same location (Z). In this hypothetical scenario X could cause Y and Z ($X \rightarrow Y, X \rightarrow Z$) but Y may not be responsible for causing Z ($X \rightarrow Y \rightarrow Z$). In this scenario the cell size mutants could interfere with auxin distribution without the need for an alternative signalling pathway and still have normal lateral root formation in both the positioning of the primordia and the development of primordia into mature roots.

Overall, the auxin transport limited model is substantiated by observations in the shoot apical meristem, shoot vasculature, and to some extent in the leaves. It is not supported by observations of the root. It is possible that auxin distribution is controlled by two different mechanisms above and below ground, or that a single mechanism (different than the one described) is responsible for all tissue and the observations supporting the model were coincidental. Nevertheless, further experiments will be needed to fully understand the relationship between cell size and auxin distribution.
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Chapter 3

Meristem Size and Phyllotaxis

3.1 Introduction

In the meristem of plants, leaves and flowers form around the periphery and are pushed radially outward as the cells of the meristem divide and expand. The angles between successive organs, called divergence angles, are fixed in place even as the shoot grows in length and circumference. In many plants, the relative positioning of organs around the shoot, called phyllotaxis, takes on a spiral pattern. This spiral is composed of divergence angles approximately equal to the golden angle of $\sim 137.5^\circ$, which has led many people to wonder about the mathematical nature of the pattern forming mechanism. Phyllotaxis has been studied and speculated about for centuries but with modern technology and methodology we can begin to unravel the complex phenomena underlying these beautiful patterns.

3.1.1 History of Phyllotaxis

Leonardo da Vinci was the first to suggest that the spirals found throughout the plant kingdom provide a fitness advantage. He suggested that the spirals maximize the number of leaves or flowers that can fit around the shoot to maximize the collection of sunlight and rainfall[1]. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, the German poet and philosopher, wrote about the general pattern he observed where plants create a spiral pattern with their leaves[2]. Goethe had extensively written in “Versuch die Metamorphose der Pflanzen zu erklären” about the homologous nature of different organs through
the plant’s development from the early cotyledons to the photosynthetic leaves to the petals and sepalsoftheflowers, deducing that they were all modifications of the same basic structure, specialized for different functions like reproduction. He speculated that the same phyllotaxis mechanism was used throughout the life of the plant.

More insight about the mechanism of spiral pattern generation came when Wilhelm Hofmeister proposed in 1868 that organ primordia form in areas of least crowding around the meristem. He suggested that the golden angle arose when successive primordia push on each other through physical forces, guaranteeing that the flowers would not form a straight radial line from the center of the meristem outward[3], similar to how spherical objects will pack with each layer being shifted horizontally from the last simply due to gravity and physical forces between the spheres.

Ten years later Simon Schwendener published the book “Mechanische Theorie der Blattstellungen”[4] in which he asserted that the different observed arrangement of leaves results from pressure exerted by each leaf on its neighbors, similar to Hofmeister’s idea. He used a combination of diagrams and calculations along with a mechanical device which he constructed, essentially a specialized analog computer, to compute the forces experienced by leaves during development. While these devices were not built using knowledge of the biochemistry involved, they did provide a plausible mechanism for pattern formation.

Arthur Harry Church in 1904 furthered this mechanical line of thinking and proposed that the shoot apical meristem is the origin of the observed pattern, as opposed to the organs moving around the meristem after formation[5]. He introduced the concept of parastichies which were lines of force that traced the path of the organs down the stem and took on different wavelengths to produce the different observed phyllotaxis patterns. He named this "equipotential phyllotaxis" and created a very thorough theory of the parastichies, analogous to the theory of electromagnetism, with equations describing all the ways in which parastichy forces interact to produce phyllotaxis patterns. Additionally, he proposed many metaphysical theories about how life energy flowed through parastichy force lines. Ultimately he failed to realize that the observed phyllotaxis patterns could arise without the need for incredibly complex waves and force interactions around the shoot.

In the early 20th Century Robert and Mary Snow realized that all the proposed phyllotaxis models fell into one of two categories: either the position of the organ was predetermined by an unknown property in the stem or the positions of the organs were determined by physical contact with other existing organs. They suggested that if the latter model was correct then moving or removing older
organs should influence the positions of new organ primordia. This led to the first experiments on phyllotaxis. They surgically removed floral primordia in lupin plants and observed the formation of new primordia under a microscope[6]. In this experiment they determined that isolating a primodium caused the phyllotaxis spiral to reverse and form a new primordium across the meristem from where they would have expected it to form. As a result of this work the Snows developed the concept of "first available space", similar to what had been proposed by Hofmeister 60 years prior. In this theory new primordia form in the area with the widest gap[6, 7, 8].

Following up on the Snows' work, Claude Wilson Wardlaw performed microsurgery on the fern Dryopteris and arrived at a similar but not identical conclusion[9]. Wardlaw built on the "first available space" theory and proposed inhibitory fields emanating from each primordia. This proposal also built on the work of Johannes Schoute in 1913 who had also proposed that the patterning of organ placement involved chemical inhibitors[10]. Wardlaw suggested that the inhibitory field was not a "causal factor" but that new primordia tended to emerge at locations where the inhibitory field was weakest[9]. In this case, the most recently formed primordium was the source of the strongest inhibitory field so the next primordium formed across the meristem from the last. After Wardlaw's work, the idea of inhibitory fields stuck around and became an important factor in subsequent phyllotaxis models.

The British mathematician and WWII cryptanalyst Alan Turning picked up on Wardlaw's work and towards the end of his life developed his own mathematical models incorporating the idea of inhibitory fields. He published 'The Chemical Basis for Morphogenesis' where he laid out differential equations describing reaction-diffusion systems that could explain the spiral patterns of phyllotaxis[11]. In this model, small random disturbances to the uniform initial state of the partial differential equations led to pattern formation. After initiation, the spiral pattern became steady.

The work of Hofmeister was later revisited by Stéphane Douady and Yves Couder. They built a system to test if the crowding theory could create the spiralling patterns seen in phyllotaxis. They added drops of ferrofluid (a liquid with microscopic magnetic solid particles in suspension) to a magnetized plate of silicone oil. The ferrofluid drops repelled each other and created spiralling Fibonacci patterns around the circular dish[12, 13, 14, 15]. Their observations showed that the ferrofluid phyllotaxis pattern was controlled by a single simple equation

\[ G = \frac{V_0 T}{R_c} \]  

(3.1)
where $V_0$ is the velocity, in this case determined by the magnetic field gradient, $T$ is the frequency of the drips, and $R_c$ is the radius from the center of the plate that the drop was placed. The resulting parameter $G$ is the ratio of two length scales that affected the pattern of the ferrofluid drops: the radial displacement of the drops during one period ($V_0T$) and the size of the central region ($R$). Or put another way, $G$ was related to the plastochrone ratio proposed by Francis Richards[16] which characterized phyllotaxis patterns with the equation:

$$a = \frac{r_{n-1}}{r_n} \tag{3.2}$$

or the ratio of radii of two successive organ primordia. $G$ turned out to be related to Richard’s equation by a simple natural logarithm:

$$G = \ln(a) \tag{3.3}$$

Douady and Couder concluded that all dynamic models where new primordia form in a position repelled by or inhibited by existing primordia will inherently give rise to phyllotaxis organization of Fibonacci order and spirals with angles that eventually converge on the golden angle — a phenomenon which minimizes the value of $G$[13].

Around the same time Paul Green was also working on the idea that phyllotaxis is controlled by geometric ratios but proposed that that chemical gradients or repulsive forces between primordia were not necessary. Green proposed a model where compression, tension, and shear in the outer layer of the meristem epidermis control the placement of new primordia[17, 18]. In this theory, stress and strain accumulated in the epidermis as a result of meristem cells dividing and expanding, pushing on all of the surrounding cells. The sites of buckling (out of plane deflection caused by in plane compression) are the sites where primordia form. Green concluded that this growth-dependent patterning was regulated at the level of the entire meristem rather than being a result of local forces. As the entire meristem grows approximately equal in all directions, wrinkles form similar to those observed in wet skin that expands when its keratin absorbs water. Luis Francisco Hernandez along with Green made computer models of these biophysical forces in the sunflower capitulum and were able to recreate observed phyllotaxis patterns[19].

Hernandez and Green explored this buckling model further in vivo by growing sunflowers in devices that constrained the growth of their meristems. These perturbations led to alterations of the phyllotaxis pattern that agreed with predictions made by their previous computer models[19].
They interpreted these results to mean that mechanical buckling was upstream of any biochemical process or tissue differentiation. Through an unknown mechanism, cells that are under increased buckling strain detect that strain and propagate a signal to alter the biochemical state of the cell and ultimately cause the transcriptional changes needed to create a flower or leaf.

The concept of strain and buckling in the meristem causing phyllotaxis patterns was further explored by Dumais and Steele around the year 2000. They experimented with making cuts in different parts of the sunflower capitulum and observing the reaction of the surrounding tissue[20]. When they made cuts at the apex of the meristem the wounds were pulled open, suggesting that the tissue was under tension. When they made cuts around the periphery of the meristem the wounds remained closed, suggesting that the tissue was under circumferential compression. The area of the meristem where primordia are formed was under compression which strongly bolstered Green’s theory. Now that the buckling theory had experimental evidence supporting it, Patrick Shipman and Alan Newell expanded the concept with a thorough mathematical treatment and determined that the observed buckling patterns could be explained by the compression of a flat rigid sheet sitting on top of an elastic material[21, 22]. The overarching message from their work is that if the meristem is large enough such that the ratio of its circumference to the buckling wavelength is large then the deformations (sites of organ formation) arise as linear combinations of the cosine of the radial and circumferential coordinates multiplied by their respective wavenumbers.

Meanwhile, biochemical explanations for phyllotaxis also began to fall into favor. It had long been known that organ primordia fail to form in Arabidopsis plants with mutant auxin transporters[23]. But work in Cris Kuhlemeier’s lab on both Arabidopsis and tomato showed that auxin is necessary and sufficient for the initiation of organ primordia[24, 25, 26, 27]. They demonstrated that by applying auxin in a waxy paste to the surface of the meristem in a location where a primordia was not expected to form led to the initiation of an organ in that location. Additionally they showed that blocking polar auxin transport by application of N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid blocks the formation of organs. Further, evidence produced by Marcus Heisler showed that auxin was being transported by the polar transporter PIN1 in such a way as to direct all the auxin in an area to a point where an organ primordium would eventually form, solidifying the concept of auxin accumulation being upstream of organ differentiation[28].

As you can see, two different paradigms for regulation of organ formation have emerged. One is mechanical and the other biochemical. Many questions remain to be answered. Is one right and one wrong? If one is wrong, is the supporting evidence just purely coincidental? If they are both
right, what is the nature of the connection between the mechanical and biochemical? Do biochemical signals lead to mechanical buckling or is it the other way around? Some progress has been made towards resolving this conflict. Marcus Heisler and Olivier Hamant showed that mechanical perturbation (laser ablation of cells in the meristem) led to the repositioning of auxin transporters in nearby cells[29]. Additionally, through a combination of experiments, image processing and mechanical computer modeling Richard Smith and colleagues were able to determine that mechanical forces can act as a feedback signal on meristem patterning affecting the biochemistry[30]. But while connections between the biochemical and mechanical have been made, critical pieces of the puzzle remain at large, particularly mechanisms for sensing strain and the pathway leading from auxin accumulation to strain.

In this work I seek to push our understanding of phyllotaxis patterning further by exploring the relationship of the meristem size to the divergence angles produced — a relationship suggested by the models in Chapter 2. This ties in closely with Douady and Couder’s assertion that phyllotaxis patterns are a result of simple geometric ratios and more recently the work by Oliver Hamant and colleagues, who have also made careful measurements of meristem sizes[31]. By using advanced, modern measurement techniques I seek to quantify relevant geometric parameters in the meristem and compare those with the macroscopically observed phyllotaxis patterns.

3.1.2 Measurement of Phyllotaxis

There are two general strategies when it comes to measuring phyllotaxis. One is to measure divergence angles and plastochrons (the spacing between successive organs) of the siliques of mature plants. The other is to measure the divergence angles of primordia by looking at the meristem. Both of these strategies theoretically result in the same output but the measurements may not always be exactly equal as there is a lot of growth, potentially anisotropic, in between the time when primordia emerge and when the siliques have matured. In some cases, anisotropic growth in the stem can create a large disconnect between these two measurements as in the case of the bp-1 mutant[32].

Much of the early work on phyllotaxis, such as that by Hofmeister, Schwendener, and Snow, was done by observing leaf primordia around the meristem using compound microscopes. Since cameras were not a staple in biology labs at that point in time, measurements were taken using eye-piece reticles and pictures of the meristems were sketched by hand. While this method did suffice, it left for a lot of guess work. The later additions of comparator reticles and photomicroscopy did help
but larger gains in accuracy were made with the development of the scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Beginning in the 1920’s physicists experimenting with electron beams found they could steer the beams and detect the reflection, providing a method that, in theory, could create much higher resolution images than optical microscopy[33]. For many decades the technique was limited to specialized labs and was an experiment in itself. In 1965 the first commercial scanning electron microscope, the Cambridge Scientific Mark I Stereoscan, was produced and allowed non-physicists to make high magnification, high resolution, high contrast images of the surfaces of their samples[34]. One of the biggest innovations with this device was the development of long-life CRT phosphors that allowed images to be transferred from the CRT screen (which would typically only allow for temporary viewing of the sample) to photographic film. This meant images could be developed into photographs and features could be measured on paper with good accuracy and repeatability, since the magnification ratios of sample to CRT and CRT to film were known.

The first SEM images of plants, published in 1973, were taken by John Owens and Marje Molder who were looking at rates of mitosis in the meristems of conifers[35]. Shortly after, Paul Green also began using this technique to study the regeneration of stems from leaf tissue[36]. Other plant scientists picked up on this[37, 38, 39, 40] and by the mid 1980s SEM had become a routine procedure for making precise measurements of microscopic plant morphology, including divergence angles between successive primordia[41]. But while this tool provided very detailed images of meristem morphology it had its drawbacks — primarily that the samples have to be fixed under harsh conditions, dehydrated, and placed in a hard vacuum, which can distort some of the morphological features. Additionally, the specimen can only be viewed at one point in time since the process is destructive.

Another technique was developed in Paul Green’s lab that preserved the plant tissue but also provided the high resolution of SEM[42]. In this technique a mold is made of the meristem using the same quick-setting polymers used in dental molds. From the negative mold a positive cast is made from a material that can be sputtered with gold and placed in the vacuum for SEM imaging. This technique preserves very fine details of the meristem, even small meristems like those of Arabidopsis, and is non-destructive to the plant. A series of dental molds can be made from the same specimen to track morphology over time. This method is still used today in situations where the non-destructive nature of the technique is critical and high resolution images of the tissue surface are needed[30].
Even with the benefits that SEM and dental molds have provided for measuring microscopic morphological features, there is still room for improvement. While SEM images appear to be three-dimensional since shadows are visible, the appearance of depth is an illusion. In machines with backscatter detectors, the electrons are returned to the detector after being reflected and the returning electrons are blocked in the same way that light would be, leading to shadows. But the images produced by the detector are still only two-dimensional. Measurements taken from these images can not take the z-axis into account.

Advances in light microscopy allow for high resolution fluorescent images of the meristem in three dimensions. In confocal microscopy, out of focus light (light not emitted from the focal plane) is blocked by a pin hole, allowing for samples to be optically sectioned by moving the sample through the focal plane and taking a two-dimensional image at each height. The only limit to resolution is the wavelength of the emitted light which, while not as great as SEM, is sufficiently good enough for measuring distances between organs in three dimensions in the meristem. It also provides a view inside the tissue rather than just the surface. Advances to the imaging techniques have actually allowed for resolutions below the diffraction limit[43, 44] but it has been the advances in 3D image processing that have made the largest impact on our ability to quantify the morphology of the shoot apical meristem[45].

In addition to measuring phyllotaxis at the microscopic level of the meristem, it can also be measured by observations of the whole plant. One technique that has been commonly used throughout the history of research on phyllotaxis is to take a picture from the top of the plant. Divergence angles can then either be measured on a printout (or developed photo) or on a computer using a digital image and basic microscopy software like Fiji[46]. This method provides the benefit of being quick and simple, although it is limited to the apical most leaves or flowers as they will obscure the view of those below. Another approach is to use a divergometer, essentially a protractor that can move up and down the vertical axis of the plant to measure the divergence angles visually. A third approach to this problem is to use tomographic techniques for constructing a 3D model of the entire plant. This would provide the benefit of producing divergence angles for the entire plant all at once instead of just a few as is the case with meristem microscopy and could potentially be faster than a divergometer.
3.1.3 Tomography

Tomography is an imaging technique where a three-dimensional image is created by taking multiple two dimensional image "slices". The medium can be radiation, sound or any other type of wave but in this work I will refer only to radiation. Typically, images are taken from multiple angles and a three-dimensional image is created through a process called tomographic reconstruction.

The first use of this technique was developed by an Italian radiologist who figured out that by moving the X-ray tube around a point of interest during the exposure, the point would become brighter while everything out of the focal plane would blur[47]. The use of a similar technique became regular practice in the 1950s where it was used on chest X-rays[48] of tuberculosis patients. Taking X-rays from multiple angles gave the doctors a precise location of lesions prior to surgery. For 20 years, X-ray tomography was limited to manually or semi-manually positioning the X-ray tube and film cassette around the patient to acquire the needed angles. Devices were constructed to aide in positioning the device at precise locations but the resulting images were inspected visually and a three dimensional image was not reconstructed except for in the practitioner’s mind[49].

In order to make X-ray tomography the precise and ubiquitous procedure that it is today, new math and electronics were needed. Prior to the first use of X-ray tomography the mathematician Johann Radon proved that any function can be reconstituted using the infinite projections of that function[50]. Since starting with an infinite set is impossible, Stefan Kaczmarz developed techniques for numerically approximating the function using a finite set of projections. This method is called the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique and is represented by a single equation:

\[ x^{k+1} = x^k + \lambda_k a_i \frac{b_i - (a_i, x^k)}{||a_i||^2} \]  

(3.4)

Each pixel is represented by a vector \( x \), the measured projections are \( b \), and \( \lambda \) is a relaxation parameter to balance the accuracy and the number of iterations needed to achieve that accuracy. As more and more projections (images from a different angle) are added, the original function (the 3D object that is being reconstructed) is converged upon. This mathematical technique is the foundation of most tomographic reconstruction and not just limited to X-rays.

With the rise of digital computers and these mathematical methods, Godfrey Hounsfield was able to build the first computed tomography machine for which he was awarded a Nobel Prize. The innovations in this field also helped with progress with other types of 3D reconstruction. X-ray
crystallography which, although it measures scattering instead of absorbance, borrows some of the same math and positioning techniques and has made large advances in biology[51]. With advances in digital camera, optical tomography has also become a possibility.

Optical tomography is the technique where multiple images taken with a camera are combined to make a single 3D model of an object or scene. This can be done with multiple stacks of parallel slices as is the case with confocal microscopes or with images of the surface of opaque objects. In the case of confocal microscopy, Christophe Godin’s lab developed a software package for reconstructing the cellular structure of meristems in 3D using confocal z-stacks taken from three different angles[52]. The process involves first identifying the locations of common landmarks in all the images by hand to create an initial approximate alignment. Then a rigid transformation (particularly a block matching algorithm[53]) followed by a pyridimal alignment algorithm[54] precisely aligns the images. The end result is that data from one image that was not captured in the another image (due to the angle and slice spacing) are all combined into a single image containing more structures than any of the individual images.

The same concept is used in optical tomography of opaque objects. An image taken from one side of the object will only capture information about the object that is visible on that side. Some features will be partially or completely obscured. By combining images from different angles a more complete model of the object can be built. In a rudimentary set-up the images would need to be aligned manually, which could be difficult considering the differences in working distances and background between images. To rectify this, modern optical tomography software makes use of reference targets that are printed with specific patterns to aid in determining the position of the camera in each image automatically, assuming the targets remain stationary. This technique is frequently used in forensics to create 3D models of a scene[55] or in surveys of archaeological sites[56].

In this work, optical tomography is used to capture and construct 3D models of whole plants with enough detail to extract the divergence angles between the successive siliques. With more advanced imaging techniques at both the microscopic and macroscopic levels and more advanced image processing techniques we should be able to make the most accurate measurements of plant morphology yet. This will aid in determining the relationship between meristem size and phyllotaxis pattern.
3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Plant Growth Conditions

Wild type and mutants lines as shown in table 3.2 were used. When plants were grown in soil, pots of soil were made using the following composition:

- 2 parts Sunshine Mix
- 2 parts SuperSoil Potting Soil
- 1 parts Vermiculite
- 1 parts Perlite
- 0.02 parts Marathon insecticide

Pots were arranged in flats of 12 pots and stored at 4°C for three days before transferring to a growth chamber with 24h illumination. Flats were given 1cm of water every 2 days.

Materials for Growing in Soil

- High wall petri dishes (Electron Microscopy Sciences, #64332)
- Sunshine Mix (McConkey Co, #SUNSM2)
- SuperSoil Potting Soil (SMG Growing Media)
- Vermiculite #2 Coarse (McConkey Co, #TRWVMIC26)
- Perlite (McConkey Co, #TRWPERL6)
- Marathon Insecticide 1% (OHP Inc, EPA #432-1329-59807)

3.2.2 Microscopy

Plants from one of the genetic backgrounds listed on table 3.2 were grown in soil as described in section 3.2.1. These plants were grown under continuous light until the shoots entered the reproductive phase and bolted. Flowers were removed with sharp forceps under a dissecting microscope. The meristem and approximately 5mm of stem were removed using forceps and placed in a glass slide. The slide was refrigerated for 15 minutes. This slows endocytosis, which would increase the background noise while imaging FM4-64.
High wall petri dishes were prepared with 1% phytoagar made with DI water. A 1mL solution of 5ug/mL FM4-64 in DI water was prepared from a 200ug/mL stock solution of FM4-64.

- 1% PhytoAgar
- 4.3g/L Murashige and Skoog Basal Salt Mixture
- 1mL 1000x concentrated Murashige and Skoog Vitamin Solution
- 30g/L sucrose
- 50ug/mL kanamycin monosulfate.
- 1L DI water

After the meristem tissue sat at 4°C for 15 minutes, 50uL of the FM4-64 solution was placed on each meristem using a 200uL pipette. The glass slide containing the meristems was placed back in the refrigerator at 4°C for another 15 minutes. Small holes were poked in the agar in the petri dishes. The meristems were removed from the slide and the drop of FM4-64 solution was removed with a Kimwipe. The Meristems were then stuck into the holes in the agar facing upward so the stems protruded into the holes, holding the meristems firmly in place. DI water was added to the petri dishes to a height 1cm above the top of the meristems.

Meristems in agar were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope with a 63x 0.95NA Achromplan water dipping objective. The sample was excited using a single 488nm laser through a 488nm dichroic mirror which can excite both FM4-64 and GFP (only FM4-64 if not imaging KAN1). A 500-525nm bandpass filter was used to capture light from GFP and a 650nm longpass filter was used to capture light from FM4-64 simultaneously.

Images from this procedure were processed using the technique described below in section 3.2.3. Meshes generated in MorphoGraphX were analysed to find the locations of KAN1 cells so the boundary of the meristem could be determined.

### 3.2.3 Meristem Image Processing

The first step for importing the data into MorphoGraphX was to convert the z-stack into TIFF format. The easiest tool for this job is ImageJ or Fiji, which is a particular distribution of ImageJ with many useful plug-ins already installed. In this work Fiji was used in place of ImageJ but ImageJ can be used also. In that case a plug-in would need to be installed which allows ImageJ to read the
particular z-stack format, in this case an LSM file (LSMToolbox for Zeiss LSM files, Loci_tools for Leica LIF files, Bio-formats for Nikon ND2 or Zeiss CZI files).

In order for MorphoGraphX to interpret the image file correctly the first image in the series to be the top of the meristem. When the order was reversed the data was exported as a series of individual TIFF files rather than a multi-TIFF so the order of the images could be reversed.

Before beginning the image processing, some steps were taken to insure all the software was set up and our data was ready to be processed.

- ImageJ or Fiji was installed
- MorphoGraphX was installed. On Ubuntu this can be done through the built-in package manager.
- The x,y,z dimensions of the voxels from the image file metadata were retrieved.

### 3.2.3.1 Multiple TIFF Images

When exporting the image data from LSM files into a series of TIF images, the following procedure was used.

1. Open ImageJ or Fiji.
2. Click on *File*, then *Save As*, then *Image Sequence*.
3. Select the TIFF format and start the numbering at 0.
4. Click *OK*.
   - This will create multiple image files.
   - One file for each slice in the z-stack.

The following Bash script (OSX, Linux or Cygwin environments only) was used to reverse the numerical order of the TIF file names when needed. This assumes the files are named like 'image3.tif'. The second line of the script can be modified if the files are named differently. The script was copied into the same directory as the multiple TIFF files and run.

```bash
#!/bin/bash
image=( image*.tif )
MAX=${#image[*]}
```
for i in ${image[*]}

do

    num=${i:5:3} # grab the digits
    compliment=$(printf '%03d' $(echo $MAX-$num | bc))

    ln $i copy_of_image$compliment.tif

done

In order to import these TIF images into MorphoGraphX, the following procedure was used:

1. The MorphGraphX program was started.

2. In the top menu bar select Stack then Stack1 then Main then Image Sequence.

3. Click Add Files.

4. Select all of the image files in the series.

5. Click OK.

6. Input the X, Y, and Z dimensions of the voxels in micrometers.
   - These data were available in the metadata associated with the original image file.

7. Click Start and the stack appears in the main window in a semi-transparent state as seen in Figure 2.2A.

3.2.3.2 Single TIFF Image

In order to export the data as a single multi-TIFF image, the following procedure was used:

1. Click on File, then Save As, then Tiff.

2. Select the TIFF format and start the numbering at 0.
   - This created multiple image files, one for each slice in the z-stack.
   - This file was imported into MorphoGraphX.

3. Open the MorphoGraphX program.

4. Drag the TIFF file into the main window.
   - This opens a window where the X, Y, and Z dimensions of the voxels in micrometers are manually entered.
• These data were available in the metadata associated with the original image file.

5. Click *Start* and the stack appears in the main window in a semi-transparent state as seen in Figure 2.2A.

### 3.2.3.3 Building the Mesh

The same general procedure for building a mesh from a z-stack was used as described in Section 2.2.11.5.

### 3.2.3.4 Segmenting

When using the KAN1 reporter this method was used for detecting the meristem edge cells were segmented from the mesh

1. At the left side of the window, click the *Add New Seed* tool.

2. Hold hold *Ctrl* and *Alt* and use the mouse to click the interior of a cell.

3. Do this for each cell as seen in Figure 2.3A.

   • Each cell should turn a different color.

   • You can drag the mouse to color a larger portion of the cell interior.

   • This can help if the background noise is high.

   • Each time you click you are drawing with a new cell-seed.

   • If you have already picked the mouse up but want to keep drawing with the same seed, select the *Add Current Seed* tool and draw with that.

   • To revert back to making new seeds, select the *Add New Seed* tool again.

   • To erase a seed:

     (a) Click on the *Label Color* (the colored box at the top of the window). The color should disappear.

     (b) Choose the paint bucket tool.

     (c) Click on the seed that you want to erase.
• With a new seed, draw a circle around the area you want segmented as seen in Figure 2.3A.

4. In the Process tab, expand the Segmentation section.

5. Click on Watershed Segmentation.

6. Use the default parameters.

7. Click Go.

8. Wait for the segmentation to complete.

9. If you are satisfied with the segmentation, proceed to step 12.

10. If there are corners between the cells that are not assigned a color:

10.1. In the Process, Mesh, Cell Mesh section select Fix Corners.

10.2. Click Go.

10.3. In the Segmentation section, choose Watershed Segmentation.

10.4. Click Go.

10.5. The corners should now be fixed.

11. If you are not satisfied with the smoothness of the boundaries:

11.1. In the Process, Mesh, Structure section select Subdivide Adaptive Near Borders.

11.2. Map the signal data onto the mesh again using the procedure described previously at step in the section "Building the Mesh".

11.3. In the Process, Segmentation section select Watershed Segmentation.

11.4. Use the default parameters.

11.5. Click Go.

12. Expand the Cell Mesh section and select Convert to Cells.

13. Choose a value of 1 μm for the Minimum Distance parameter.

• This determines the smallest wall segment.

• Smaller values increase the number of points in the final dataset.
• Larger values decrease the number of points but may miss small details in the cell boundaries.

14. Save the cell data.

14.1. From the top menus, select the Mesh dropdown menu.

14.2. Select Mesh 1, then Export.

14.3. Choose Cells for the file type.

• This creates a text file will coordinates of cell boundaries only.

• The entire mesh data is not included.

14.4. Click OK.

15. Save the mesh.

15.1. From the top menus, select the Mesh dropdown menu.

15.2. Select Mesh 1, then Save.

• This creates a .mgxm file.

• All of the mesh data is included.

• This file can be used to re-load the mesh later.

15.3. Click OK.

When errors are received while trying to create cells (step 12), there sometimes was a problem with the structure of the mesh. The following Python code was used to try to fix the problem. After running this code, the steps at 12 were used to build the cells again.

```python
Mesh.Segment_Mesh(20000)
count = 0
while count < 2:
    try:
        Mesh.Make_Cells(1)
        break
    except:
        Mesh.Fix_Corners()
        Mesh.Smooth_Mesh(1)
```
At this point the data is exported as a text file (as created in step 14). This file contains the coordinates of all the cell boundaries. This was used to locate the cells expressing KAN1 so that the edge of the meristem can be quantified.

### 3.2.3.5 Identifying the Saddle Point

In cases when the SAM boundary was determined via the saddle point method, the following protocol was used. The file as generated at the end of section was open in the following Python script that turns the mesh into a set of z-values representing the height of the meristem at each point.

```python
fi = open("filename.mgxm","r")
lines = fi.readlines()
fi.close()

data = []
for line in lines:
    items = line.split("\t")
    zvalue = items[4]
    data.append(zvalue)

fi = open("output.txt","w")
for d in data:
    line.write("%s\n" % (d))
fi.close()
```

This file was then imported into Matlab. The following Matlab notebook was run to extract the locations of the saddle points.

```matlab
clear all;

% Read the CSV file with z-values
filename = 'output.txt';
im = csvread(filename)
```
% Calculate gradients field
[nr,nc]=size(im);
[dx,dy] = gradient(double(im));
[x y] = meshgrid(1:nc,1:nr);
u = dx;
v = dy;
imshow(im);
hold on
quiver(x,y,u,v)

% Estimate critical points
Cx=diff(Image,4,4); Cx(end+2,:)=nan;
Cy=diff(Image,4,4); Cy(:,end+2)=nan;
[i,j]=find(Cx.*Cy<=0);
The point with the negative curvature was determined to be the apex of the SAM. The closest identified saddle point was determined to be the nearest primordia crease. The Euclidean distance through 3D space from the saddle point to the apex was used as the size of the SAM.

3.2.4 Divergometer

To measure divergence angles "manually," a divergometer was used. The divergometer used here is a device designed and built by Arun Sampathkumar. It is a device designed to measure divergence angles around the shoot of Arabidopsis plants. It uses moving parts and a protractor to measure the angle. See figure 3.1 for more details.

Mature but still green plants were cut just above the rosette leaves using scissors. The plant was mounted in the divergometer using the clips. The protractor was rotated to line up with the two siliques to be measured. The angles was read off and recorded in a notebook. The data were transcribed into Excel, where distributions were plotted.
3.2.5 Tomography Photography

The shoots of plants grown in were cut off just above the rosette leaves with a pair of scissors. An orange bottle cap was turned upside down and filled with molten paraffin. Before the paraffin hardened the bottom of the shoot was submerged into the paraffin and held in place with a helping-hands device. After the paraffin hardened the cap with the plant was moved into a photography area.

The area had been set up with a black felt sheet to create a uniform background as seen in figure 3.10. Test patterns were printed out from PhotoModeler Scanner on an inkjet printer. The test patterns were cut out and taped to different locations on the black felt. A Nikon D80 camera with 35mm f/1.8 lens was mounted on a small tripod.

Six photographs were taken of each sample. The six photos were composed of three pairs of photos. Each pair was taken at the same angle but shifted horizontally by 10cm. One of the pairs was taken straight on and the other two pairs were taken at 45° to either side. The images were transferred to a computer via an SD card.
Figure 3.2: Photography strategy for tomographic 3D reconstruction. Six photographs are taken at three different angles. Each of the two photographs taken at the same angle are shifted 10cm perpendicular to the direction pointed by the camera.
3.2.6 Tomography Software

Images collected as described in section were opened in the commercial software package called PhotoModeler Scanner v6.4. A calibration procedure was first run using six images of the test patterns without any sample in the frame. This generated coordinates for the exact placement and orientation of each of the test patterns.

The six images of the sample were then loaded into PhotoModeler Scanner. Each image was processed to determine the location of the test patterns. Then a 3D model could be created. Once the model was finished being created, stray bits of mesh were removed manually using the touch-up tool. The 3D mesh was then exported for further processing in VTK format.

A custom software algorithm was developed to extract the divergence angles from the 3D model. This software was run on the VTK file and generated a series of divergence angles and platochrons in a text file. These numbers were then imported into Excel for further analysis.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Meristem Size Via Fluorescent Markers

To measure the size of the shoot apical meristem, the edge of the meristem must first be defined as there is no clearly defined edge. One possibility is to use a fluorescent reporter driven by the promoter of a gene that is active around the region where we think the edge of the meristem might be. One candidate gene is KANADI1 (KAN1). KAN1 is thought to be expressed in a ring around the periphery of the SAM which would be useful.

A reporter was built (pKAN1::GFP-N7) by Marcus Heisler using the 5kb upstream promoter region of the KAN1 gene fused to a coding region for a nuclear localized GFP[57]. This construct was transformed into Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Ler plants. The expression domain of this construct and the boundary of cells stained with FM4-64 were viewed using confocal microscopy. The images (Figure 3.3A) show a ring of expression around the periphery of the meristem in the first layer of cells in the epidermis and also one to two layers below that, depending on the exact location.

The region of KAN1 expressing cells is variable in that sometimes it flanks the primordia on the apical side, sometimes on the basal side, and sometimes on both. Initially, the locations of each nuclei were segmented using Fiji so exact measurements could be made in software. Depending
Figure 3.3: Segmenting KAN1 Expression. KAN1 expression forms a ring around the periphery of the meristem, primarily in the first epidermal layer but also in some deeper layers. In some parts of the SAM the KAN1 region is closer to the apex than other and the ring is broken in some regions. A. Maximum intensity projection of KAN1 expression in the shoot apical meristem. KAN1 labeled nuclei are shown in green. B. ImageJ segmentation of nuclei expressing KAN1 projected to a 2D plane.

on the exact location in which we might measure from and the time the measurement is taken, the distance between the apex and that point can vary substantially (Figure 3.8), from 20 µm up to 45 µm or approximately the width if a flower primordium. This presents a problem for quantifying meristem sizes so a second approach was tested.

3.3.2 Meristem Size Via Topology

Using a geometric marker as landmark for measuring meristem size could excel over a fluorescent marker as the shape of the meristem is relatively stable whereas the KAN1 marker can be turned on and off in different regions through a dynamic process that is not understood. A new flower primordium is produced approximately every 12 hours so there will always be a crease in the meristem, a valley between the meristem and the nearest flower primordium, that is near the apex. In order to use this geometric feature as a landmark, I first need a computational method for mapping the topography of the meristem surface and extracting the 3D coordinates of the features of interest.

To generate a mesh representing the surface of the meristem, a confocal z-stack of the meristem stained with FM4-64 (lipophilic membrane marker) is taken. The z-stack is processed in the Mor-
Figure 3.4: The top layer of cells from a 3D confocal microscopy z-stack mapped onto a surface generated from the cells in the image. Blue x’s indicate maxima in the curvature and green o’s indicate saddle points in the SAM topography. In order to determine the radius of the SAM, the distance between the maxima at the apex of the SAM and the nearest saddle point must be determined.
Figure 3.5: Starting with a z-stack of images from a confocal microscope, a heatmap of the height of the SAM is generated. **A.** 3D projection of the image data in MorphoGraphX. **B.** Mesh generated from the image data. **C.** High resolution heatmap generated from the mesh. 1 pixel for each pixel in the original image. The color is inverted so black areas represent higher z-values. **D.** Lower resolution heatmap generated using a reduction kernel.
phographX software pipeline to extract the meristem volume, positions of cells and finally a surface mesh as shown in Figure 3.5 panels A and B. The mesh is then smoothed to remove all small variations. The z-coordinates of each node in the mesh are isolated using a custom software algorithm, described in Section 3.2.3.5. The resulting scalar matrix represents the height at each point and can be visualized with a heatmap (Figure 3.5C). Since that resolution heatmap is not necessary for finding stationary points, the matrix is shrunk with a reduction kernel to a 50 by 50 matrix (Figure 3.5D). This matrix is then used for finding stationary points.

To find the stationary points a gradient field is first calculated (Figure ). Since a true gradient can only be calculated on a continuous function, the field is numerically estimated with a short Matlab routine.

\[ Cx=\text{diff}(\text{Image},4,4); Cx(\text{end}+2,:)=\text{nan}; \]
\[ Cy=\text{diff}(\text{Image},4,4); Cy(:,\text{end}+2)=\text{nan}; \]
\[ [i,j]=\text{find}( Cx.*Cy<=0); \]

This finds points where the slope crosses the zero line which is true for all stationary points, as in Figure 3.7. Each point is then classified as either being a maximum, minimum, or saddle point. The apex of the meristem is defined by the maxima nearest to the center of the image. This is dependent on the specimen being positioned in the focal plane properly during imaging so that the apex is actually the center most maximum. The saddle points represent the places where the primordia meet the meristem.

From here, the size of the meristem can be measured by looking at only the center most maximum and the nearest saddle point. These two stationary points are then mapped back to the original surface mesh in 3D. The distance between these two points on the mesh is then calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm[58]. This algorithm finds the shortest path between two nodes in a graph by making a tree of the connectivity of the nodes starting from one node and throwing out longer paths to any node as it proceeds. The distance between the two points in 3D along the surface of the meristem is calculated by adding up the length of each edge in the shortest path. This method provides a way to measure meristem size in a repeatable, although time consuming, way.

### 3.3.3 Comparison of Meristem Measurement Methods

To compare the merits of both methods, 20 plants of Ler ecotype containing the pKAN1::GFP-N7 construct were grown. The meristems were dissected and stained with FM4-64 and confocal z-stacks
Figure 3.6: Gradient map calculated from the heatmap in figure 3.5D. Gradient is calculated from the scalar field using a local approximation method in Matlab. A topological map, also generated from the same heatmap, is overlaid on top of the gradient vector field.
Figure 3.7: Critical Point Map. A. All critical points plotted on the topological map, including both maxima and saddle points. Lines represent the height of the tissue. B. Two critical points of interest overlaid on meristem projection. Lowest point is the maximum at the apex of the SAM. Highest point is the saddle point nearest the apex (the lower point).

were taken of each meristem. Each image was processed with both methods. The resulting data in Figure 3.8 shows that both methods produce almost the same mean radius (32.5µm and 34.1µm), although this could be coincidental. But the variability using the fluorescent method is much higher, 6.8µm vs 2.2µm standard deviation.

There is a possibility that given a sufficiently large sample size the means of both methods will still remain nearly the same. In that case either method could be used if the mean value is all that matters. But the closeness of the means could be a coincidence. Given that the geometric method produces a much lower variability I am inclined to trust this method to produce results that represent reality more accurately and precisely. The geometric method takes significantly more time to complete each sample at approximately 5 hours compared to approximately one hour with the fluorescent marker method. But given the increase in apparent accuracy it is a worth-while trade off. The rest of the measurements of meristem size in this study were done with the geometric method.

3.3.4 Measuring Phyllotaxis with 3D Tomography

Before starting this study my standard method for measuring phyllotaxis divergence angles was with a divergometer (see Figure 3.1). The accuracy of this method is dependent on the best judgement of
Figure 3.8: Comparison of SAM sizes of wild type plants using the fluorescent marker (KAN1) method and the saddle point method. 20 plants in the sample. Both methods produce very similar mean values. The fluorescent reporter method produces a much higher variability than the saddle point method so it was not used in the rest of this study. Error bars represent one standard deviation.

Figure 3.9: Comparison of the radii of SAMs within wild type and various mutant lines. The saddle point method was used rather than the fluorescent marker method. Many of these mutants show a deviation from the wild type radius. Some mutants have a wider variation, wig-2 in particular, not due to measuring methodology but due to actual differences between individual specimens.
Figure 3.10: A plant mounted in a paraffin base and displayed in front of black felt for photography. The strips of paper next to the specimen are reference targets used by the tomography software to determine the orientation of the camera and the specimen. The area outside of the reference targets is ignored.

the operator when measuring the divergence angles on the protractor. Additionally, it requires a lot of tedious work and about 45 minutes per plant. To make this process more repeatable and accurate I explored using 3D optical tomography as an alternative method to the divergometer.

The tomography software Photomodeler Scanner was the primary software used. I generated optical reference targets which are unique circular patterns that can be recognized by the software to determine the location of the camera between each photograph. Each plant was photographed six times from three different angles (Figure 3.2). The images were loaded into Photomodeler Scanner and a 3D triangular mesh model was generated. These meshes were edited in MeshLab to remove any extraneous object such as the base used to hold the plant in place and any background objects that were picked up by the software. Once the mesh was devoid of any objects besides the plant, the new mesh was exported. The clean mesh was then processed with a custom algorithm which identified the shoot vs siliques and measured divergence angles between siliques.

This method produces results very similar to those of the divergometer. Figure 3.12 shows the phyllotaxis sequence for a single plant processed measured by both the divergometer and optical tomography. The divergence angles are often with $5^\circ$. Consequently I am confident in the accuracy of the optical tomography method but it has drawbacks. While taking the pictures of a single plant take about two minutes, the processing can take hours per plant. This is dependent on how much editing the mesh needs and how easily the custom software can identify the siliques. In situations where a silique sticks above the top of the shoot, the software will identify the silique as the shoot and the shoot as a silique which means the software must be manually forced to change its identifications. This is time consuming to the point where the divergometer measurements are quicker. Since both methods produce comparable numbers and the divergometer takes less time, the divergometer is the preferred measurement method.
Figure 3.11: An example of the software used to tomographically construct a 3D model of a plant, PhotoModeler Sanner v6.4. Raw photographs are loaded into the software. The software used the reference targets to align the images and generate a 3D model, shown in the top right panel. The color data can be mapped back to the surface of the model. In this case, the model was exported as a VTK mesh for further analysis.
Figure 3.12: Comparison of data produced using two methods on the same sample. Orange shows the sequence of divergence angles produced using photographic tomography. Blue represents the same sequence as measured with a divergometer. Both methods produce very similar numbers, often within 5°.

3.3.5 Mutant Phyllotaxis Comparison

As previous work has suggested, the size of the meristem plays a part in determining the observed divergence angles, at least in purely physical models[12, 13, 14, 15]. If this is true then altering the size of the meristem should result in altered divergence angles. To determine if there is a correlation between meristem size and phyllotaxis divergence angles I measured these two traits in 11 different genetic lines, which are listed in table 3.1. For measuring the meristem size I used the geometric method and for measuring phyllotaxis I used the divergometer.

The mean meristem radius of the various mutants is highly variable between the selected lines (Figure 3.2). This is not surprising as they were selected because the literature on these lines suggested they had meristem sizes different than wild type. The mean divergence angles on the other hand did not change much. For example, the bam1-1 / bam2-1 double mutant had a mean meristem radius of 26µm but the mean divergence angle is 134°, which is only a few degrees away from the "golden angle" of 137.5° and only 1° away from what wild type was measured to be in this study. The same goes for lines with larger meristems and those with smaller meristems.

The only obvious exception to this is the clsd2/3 line which had a mean divergence angle of 188°. The meristem of this line is very small, produces fewer flowers than most others, and emerges in a highly irregular pattern. In wild type plants, once the phyllotaxis spiral is initiated going either clockwise or counter clockwise and each successive flower follows the same handedness. Sometimes
the handedness switches in the middle of growth but the switch is clear because all the flowers after the switch have divergence angles close to 137° measuring the other direction. In csld2/3 mutants the handedness switches periodically and it is not easy to determine if there has been a switch because the pattern is so erratic to begin with. Many flowers emerge with a 180° divergence angle, which also makes determining the handedness of the phyllotaxis pattern difficult. There is certainly an element of subjectiveness when it comes to determining which direction to measure the angles in this line. The scatter plot in Figure 3.15 shows there is not much correlation between mean meristem radius and mean divergence angle.

Looking at the distributions of the divergence angles in each line tells a different story. While many of these lines have a very similar mean divergence angle, the distribution varies much more (Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15). In wild type there is a narrow distribution around the mean with a few points up in the higher values. In csld2/3 there is actually two peaks; one around 200° and another around 130°. The lines with larger meristems tend to have a wider distribution around the mean with more outliers in the higher value range compared to wild type.

### 3.4 Discussion

The phyllotaxis pattern of plants has been admired and studied for centuries. Early studies were teleological or descriptive in nature and any speculations about the underlying mechanism were arrived at from a top-down approach. It has not been until recently that we gained enough understanding of the molecular mechanisms to make sense of these patterns from first principles. It has been advances in our understanding of polar auxin transport that have lead the way towards understanding this...
Figure 3.13: Left column: Distributions of divergence angles for each genetic line, binned in groups of 10°. Right column: A single example of the sequence of divergence angles for a single plant in each line. Plots show only the first 16 siliques to keep the axes equal.
Figure 3.14: Left column: Distributions of divergence angles for each genetic line, binned in groups of 10°. Right column: A single example of the sequence of divergence angles for a single plant in each line. Plots show only the first 16 siliques to keep the axes equal.
Figure 3.15: Left column: Distributions of divergence angles for each genetic line, binned in groups of $10^\circ$. Right column: A single example of the sequence of divergence angles for a single plant in each line. Plots show only the first 16 siliques to keep the axes equal. Bottom: Scatter plot showing the relationship between the mean meristem radius and the mean divergence angle.
Table 3.2: Mean divergence angle and SAM size Comparison. SAM radius was measured using the saddle-point method rather than the fluorescent marker method. Values are in micrometers. Divergence angles were measured using the divergometer rather than tomography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutant</th>
<th>Mean Divergence Angle (°)</th>
<th>SAM Radius (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ler</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>csld2/3</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plt-3,5,7</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ult-1</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ult-2</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wig-2</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yab3-2 / fil-8</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fil-8</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jab-1D</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ult-1 / pan-1</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bam1-1 / bam2-1</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

remarkable phenomenon.

I sought to make sense of this phenomenon first through computer models based on our first principles, then through experiments to probe the predictions made by those models. Using a multi-scale model run on a distributed computing platform I determined that the model parameters most likely to have an effect on the overall phyllotaxis pattern were the size of the cells and the size of the tissue through which the polar auxin transport acts. In the last chapter I experimentally explored the effects of cell size and in this chapter I similarly explored the effect of tissue size on phyllotaxis. To this end, I compared the sizes of SAM with the phyllotaxis patterns in mutants with altered SAM sizes.

In order to accurately quantify the sizes of SAM I explored different measurement methods. The difficulty with measuring the SAM arises from the fact that the SAM does not have a clear boundary. Initially I tried using a fluorescent reporter, the KAN1 promoter driving a nuclear localized GFP, to delineate the edge of the SAM. The KAN1 gene is expressed around the periphery of the SAM and so it theory would make a good marker for the SAM boundary. It would also be relatively simple to quantify using specialized software since the fluorescent nuclei are simple to segment from the cell boundaries. I developed a software work-flow using MorphoGraphX and a small amount of custom software to (1) segment the cells in the SAM and these nuclei, (2) assign cells to either 'boundary' or 'not boundary' based on the segmented nuclei, and (3) measure the distance in between the boundary region.

This technique, while relatively simple and convenient, had the problem of a high variability. The region of KAN1 expression flip-flops around the floral primordia. At some points around the SAM
it travels in between the SAM and the primordia, at other points it travels around the outside of the primordia, and sometimes it travels around both sides. Since this means that KAN1 does not form a circle around the SAM, picking a single point to measure from is arbitrary and leads to the variability.

To combat this problem, I created a second measurement method based on the topology of the SAM. New primordia form a crease in the surface, or in mathematical terminology, a ‘saddle point.’ Since the newest primordia is always approximately the same distance from the center of the SAM across multiple samples and time points, this turned out to be a more reliable method. Compared to the fluorescent reporter method, this method had about 25% as much variability between multiple measurements of different SAMs of the same genetic background. The mean value of the topological method was within 2µm of the fluorescent method.

The second aspect of this study was to measure phyllotaxis angles. In an attempt to make more reliable and repeatable measurements compared to using a divergometer, I developed a photographic technique and software work-flow for generating 3D models of plants and extracting divergence angles from those models. The technique works and makes beautiful 3D pictures but in practice does not increase the repeatability very much. It also takes about two or three times as long to process each plant. While taking measurements using a divergometer requires patients and squinting, the tomography method transfers most of the tedious work to editing 3D meshes on the computer. The time trade-off does not make sense so ultimately I fell back on the divergometer for all my measurements.

The results of comparing meristem size with phyllotaxis pattern show that the mean divergence angle is relatively stable even when the SAM diameter increases 87% (bam1-1/bam2-1 26µm, ult-1/pan-1 48.8µm). Ostensibly this is in contradiction to the model which predicted SAM size to greatly effect phyllotaxis. But the mean divergence angle is not the only metric here. Looking at the distribution of the divergence angles tells a more complex story.

Plants with larger or smaller SAMs than wild type show a wider distribution, or more particularly, a greater quantity distant outliers. So, to a degree, the meristem size is effecting the phyllotaxis, if we assume the correlation is a causal relationship.

One explanation for the lack of diversity in observed phyllotaxis patterns is that phyllotaxis is multistable and we haven’t probed a large enough range of SAM sizes to observe the other stable states. In this explanation phyllotaxis is not a gradient and has only a handful of possible states,
which *is* corroborated by the model. In order to see the other states we might need to tweak the geometry of the SAM more. This is evident in the csld2/3 mutant which has a mean SAM diameter of $18\mu m$, the smallest of the mutants considered here, and often produces and alternate phyllotaxis pattern.

Another explanation for the lack of diversity in observed phyllotaxis patterns is that the plant compensates for the altered SAM size in other ways. This is apparent in cell-size mutants (chapter 2). Plants with cells four times as large should have a phyllotaxis pattern similar to csld-2/3 mutants, which have SAMs with approximately one fourth the area as wild type. But those large cell mutants have wild type phyllotaxis. They make up for their larger cells with larger meristems which, if you believe the transport-limited model from chapter 2, makes the meristem the same size from an auxin molecule’s point of view. While the meristem-size mutants considered here don’t exhibit changes in cell size, one could imagine other aspects of the plant changing to compensate.

This brings up the question of why do plants have such tightly regulated phyllotaxis patterns. One potential answer that I am suggesting is that it’s a matter of coincidence. The underlying mechanisms controlling phyllotaxis as proposed in this work are dependent on cell size and tissue size. This connection could have arose purely coincidentally. Since cell size and tissue size are two things that are very tightly regulated in multicellular organisms with multiple layers of redundancies, phyllotaxis can piggy-back on this robustness and become a robust process itself. Robust biological systems are often thought to have arisen through an evolutionary need where individuals expressing a phenotype outside of a narrow range are less fit. For example, individuals with a more loosely coordinated cell cycle may be less fit due to incomplete chromosome replication. But I am proposing that in this particular case a robust phyllotaxis patterning system is not evolutionarily important and arose as a matter of coincidence merely borrowing the robustness of the cell cycle.

Another outstanding question is why $137.5^\circ$. There are plenty of proposed answers to this question ranging from the teleological to the numerological. Based on the first principles presented in this work, it appears the answer is that auxin maxima act in a way similar to the inhibitory fields proposed by Alan Turning[11] where organ primordia give off a compound that diffuses through the tissue and inhibits the formation of other primordia in the surrounding region. We now know that the signaling molecule is actually a positive regulator rather than a negative one and that it moves towards the primordia instead of away. Nevertheless, the outcome is the same and successive primordia are spaced as far from existing primordia as possible, which leads to a scenario where the primordia are optimally spaced with as little undifferentiated tissue as possible, similar to the
conclusions of Douadny and Couder[13]. Successive golden angles (137.5°) also lead an optimal packing scenario around the circumference of a circle. So the connection between organ formation and the golden angle (and subsequently, Fibonacci series) is coincidental in that they both lead to optimal spacing around a circle.

One might suggest that this particular spacing regime is actually an evolutionary feature and polar auxin transport evolved to move auxin "up the gradient" to make leaves optimally packed, providing the plant with a particular fitness. Plenty of people have noticed that optimal spacing of leaves leads to optimal sunlight collection or optimal raindrop collection. None of these explanations make sense. Sunlight capture is very rarely the limiting factor in growth. Nutrients like water, nitrogen, phosphorous, or potassium are in smaller supply. If photosynthesis was the limiting factor, plants could have evolved to capture a larger portion of the spectrum or evolved a more efficient RuBisCO enzyme. If optimally spaced leaves were important for water collection then desert plants should all exhibit the same optimal phyllotaxis pattern but this is not the case.

I am not suggesting that phyllotaxis patterning is completely inconsequential to the plant. In an extreme example, imagine all of the leaves developing on one side of the plant with divergence angle 0°. In this case the meristematic tissue on one side would all develop into leaves while the tissue on the opposite side would all form internode tissue. During shoot bolting this would cause the shoot to severely bend as one side would grow at a much faster rate than the side with the leaves, leading to major morphological problems. This would most likely be evolutionarily disadvantageous. So having a mechanism to prohibit primordia from forming near existing primordia prevents disastrous situations like this from arising and coincidentally leads to Fibonacci spiral patterns.

Of course, this too is speculation and partially teleological. To me it seems to be the simplest explanation given the evidence we have about the underlying mechanism. But our current models are not without limitations. More could be done to understand mechanical force propagation and sensing in the meristem. Our computer models will have to unify our current understanding of polar auxin transport with dynamic tissue growth and new knowledge of cellular and meristem mechanics in order to make progress in this field. Ultimately this will lead to greater understanding of both the molecular scale processes and the overall morphogenesis and development of plants.
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Chapter 4

Summary of Findings

The aim of this work was to better understand the mechanism that controls organ formation in the Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem. To accomplish this I investigated three aspects of meristem growth and development. First, I tracked cell divisions to understand the factors controlling new wall placement. Second, I measured the affect that cell size plays in controlling placement of new organs (phyllotaxis). Third, I investigated how the size of the meristem affects the phyllotaxis.

4.1 Cell Divisions

The morphology of the meristem is dependent on cell divisions and the placement of new walls. To understand how the new walls are positioned I tracked divisions in live plants using time-lapse confocal microscopy. I then converted the image data into 3D coordinates representing cell boundaries and used a mathematical model to understand the properties that best predict the placement of new walls.

I looked at four geometric properties that could potentially affect wall placement and could also be measured in the collected data.

1. Daughter Cell Area \((A)\). Measurement of how close the areas of the two daughter cells are from being equal.

2. New Wall Length \((L)\). Measurement of how close the new wall is from the shortest possible wall that travels through the center of the mother cell.
3. Growth Direction \((g)\). Measurement of how close the new wall is to being perpendicular to the direction of most growth.

4. Primary Axis Direction \((e)\). Measurement of how close the new wall is to being perpendicular to the primary axis (longest direction) of the mother cell.

Figure 4.1: Heuristics of cell division.

Each of those measurements was fed into a corresponding function that compares how close the observed location of the wall \((\Theta_1)\) is to the 'ideal' location \((\Theta_2)\). The ideal location was the location that minimized a particular geometric property, such as the position where both daughter cells would be exactly equal in area \((V_A)\).

\[
V_A = \left( \frac{A_1 - A_2}{A} \right)^2 \tag{4.1}
\]

\[
V_e = (w \cdot e)^2 + \frac{\varepsilon_g \Delta}{d} \tag{4.3}
\]

\[
V_L = \left( \frac{d - d_{\text{min}}}{d + d_{\text{min}}} \right)^2 + c_L \Delta^2 \tag{4.2}
\]

\[
V_g = (w \cdot g)^2 + \frac{\varepsilon_g \Delta}{d} \tag{4.4}
\]

Each of the four equations were part of a larger potential function (Equation 4.5). Each of the four components was given its own weight, \(w_i\). An optimization algorithm found the optimal weight for each component that minimized the overall potential, essentially indicating which geometric properties are most important for determining the positions of new cell walls.

\[
V(\Theta_1, \Theta_2) = \sum_{A,L,e,g} w_i V_i(\Theta_1, \Theta_2) \tag{4.5}
\]

The optimal weight vector was determined to be \(w = (V_A, V_L, V_e, V_g) = (0.68, 0.73, 0, 0)\). This indicates that the minimization of differences in daughter cell area \((V_A)\) and minimization of new wall length \((V_L)\) best explain the placement of the new wall. Growth direction \((V_g)\) and the length
of the cell \( V_e \) are not needed for predicting the location of the new wall.

This result is interesting because our observations show more than 75% of new walls are within 30 degrees of being perpendicular to the primary axis \( e \), far more than would be expected by random chance, even though the model says the primary axis is irrelevant for predicting wall placement. One explanation is that this is a property that emerges in the process of minimizing differences in daughter cell area and new wall length.

This result is also interesting in a historical context as a number of scientists have commented on how different geometric features dictate new wall locations. In particular, Julius von Sachs concluded that new walls split the area of the daughter cells equally while Léo Errera determined that the walls find a minimal length. Both of those assertions were confirmed in this study. Wilhelm Hofmeister determined that new walls form perpendicular to the direction of the primary axis which was determined here to be not true. Although, as just mentioned this phenomenon does seems to emerge frequently as a result of 'Sach’s Rule’ and 'Errera’s Rule.’

### 4.2 Cell Size

The shoot apical meristem is a complex and dynamic system. To better understand which of the many components plays a major role in determining the phyllotaxis pattern I built a large computer model based on other meristem models that tried to incorporate all of the components known to be involved in the patterning process. By running this model many times and changing the values of the parameters I determined that theoretically the two most important factors controlling phyllotaxis were cell size and meristem diameter.

In our current understanding of phyllotaxis (the placement of organs around the meristem), the hormone auxin is pumped out of the cell towards the neighboring cell with the highest concentration of auxin. This creates a positive feedback loop where auxin accumulates in some areas and is depleted from the surrounding areas. New organs form in areas of high auxin. In the model diffusion of auxin across the cell is instantaneous and as a result the limiting factor is the transport rate across the membrane. So the localization of auxin is mostly dependent on the number of walls around the meristem. But this model property does not necessarily represent reality. It is possible that auxin takes considerable time to diffuse through the cytoplasm. If intracellular diffusion is the limiting factor then the number of membranes around the meristem should be irrelevant. In this case the
absolute distance between organs should be consistent regardless of how large or small the cells in a particular mutant are.

To test this I measured cell sizes and the distances between organs in mutants that had cells of varying sizes. The mutants Wa-1 and cycD3;1-3 had larger cells than wild type while msc3 had smaller cells. I used confocal microscopy followed by 3D image processing algorithms to extract the dimensions of the cells and morphology of the meristems. These data were then used to make the measurements of cell size and organ positions.

I measured the diameters of cells and the distances and number of cells between subsequent organs. The mean number of cells between organs within a given genotype was between 10 and 12 but the individual measurements had a much higher variability. The absolute distance between organs in large-cell mutants was about twice that of wild-type-sized plants. When I divided the distances between organs by the root of the cell areas (which should be approximately the width of the cell) the distances between organs was very consistent between genotypes. These results indicate that the assumption of the model was correct. The limiting factor in auxin movement is transport across the membrane rather than intracellular diffusion. Further, cell size does impact the placement of organs. Although, the effect is not very noticeable on the macroscopic scale as the meristems in large cell mutants are also enlarged which compensate by having approximately the same number of cells as wild type.

Figure 4.2: Effect of cell size on auxin patterning in the shoot apical meristem.

In addition to the meristem, I also explored the effect of cell size on patterning in the roots, leaf margins and shoot vasculature. In the roots, cell size mutants displayed disorganized auxin patterns but overall normal morphology. In areas where auxin would normally accumulate prior to lateral
root formation, my fluorescent auxin reporter was not visible but the lateral roots still formed. This is perplexing and indicates that my model of auxin transport in the meristem is insufficient for explaining root development.

In leaves, auxin is transported around the periphery during early development using many of the same components as in the shoot meristem. In areas of high auxin, serrations form through accelerated growth. If cell size plays a role in auxin distribution here then I would expect cell size mutants to have a corresponding change in number of serrations. msc3 mutants have leaf cells of approximately half the width of wild type cells. Therefore that mutant should have twice as many serrations as wild type. Likewise, the large cell mutants have cells about twice as wide as wild type and should have about half as many serrations.

The data show that msc3 mutants have about 25% more serrations and large cell mutants have about 33% fewer. So while the direction of change is as predicted, the magnitude of change is not what I would expect. My conclusion on leaf serrations is that the model of cell size controlling auxin distribution is not applicable in this tissue.

Figure 4.3: Effect of cell size on auxin patterning in the shoot vasculature (left) and leaf boundary (right).

In the shoot vasculature, auxin is thought to be transported around the vascular ring causing vascular bundles to form in areas of high auxin. I counted vascular bundles and number of cells around the ring in the same cell size mutants as before. The data show a linear relationship between number of cells in the ring and number of bundles. So it is possible that the transport-limited auxin model is applicable in this tissue.

Overall, the model is able to closely predict the patterning in the shoot meristem and shoot vascul-
lature but fails in the leaves and roots.

### 4.3 Meristem Size

The other major hypothesis generated by the computer model is that meristem diameter should affect the phyllotaxis pattern by altering the divergence angles between successive organs. In the model this phenomenon was closely tied to the cell-size phenomenon as increasing the size of the meristem increased the number of cells present. Shrinking the cells had many of the same effects as enlarging the meristem.

To test if this happens in reality I measured the sizes of meristems and the divergence angles in a number of mutants with different sized meristems. This required me to develop some new techniques for image processing and analysis.

For determining the size of the meristem I developed a image processing software pipeline that took 3D confocal stacks of meristems, extracted the topology of the meristems and identified important landmark features. To quantify the radius I measured from the apex of the meristem to the nearest crease in between the meristem and the early organ primordium. To quantify divergence angles I initially developed a tomographic imaging technique but soon discovered that the time required per plant was exceeded the time required to measure the angles manually with a divergometer.

Figure 4.4: Mean and median divergence angles as a function of mean meristem radius.

Using these two techniques I measured the meristem sizes and divergence angles of 12 different genotypes. The mean values for these measurements are not particularly interesting. While there
is a wide variety of meristem radii, the mean divergence angle is approximately equal in all but one genotype. In that genotype the meristem has about half the radius of wild type and shows a much larger divergence angle. This is apparent at the macroscopic level as the plants have an obvious alternating pattern where each successive flower is about 180 degrees from the previous flower. Most genotypes appear normal to the naked eye.

The distributions of divergence angles of individual genotypes shows more variability than simply looking at means. In many of the genotypes, like the yab3-2 / fil-8 for example, the mean remained around the "canonical" 137 degree mark but showed a greater number of angles further away from the mean wild type. These non-canonical divergence angles show that the phyllotaxis is being affected by the changes to the meristem even though the mean remains the same.

Figure 4.5: Comparison of distributions of divergence angles of wild type and a mutant.

So the hypothesis is partially true in that altering the size of the meristem changes the divergence angles. But the pattern is more robust in plants than in the model. Most changes to the meristem result in very minor changes to the phyllotaxis. Although, it is possible to get more noticeable phenotypes as seen in the model by shrinking the meristem considerably. Presumably there is also an upper threshold where the phyllotaxis will significantly change when the meristem gets large enough.

4.4 New Model

The conclusion I have drawn from this research is that our model, while accurately representing reality in some conditions is not sufficiently complete to explain all of the observed phenotypes. As
we gain understanding of more components the model will need to be revised to incorporate these
new insights.

Along these lines, one of our colleagues has shown that the size of the central zone is critical
for modelling phyllotaxis and that the central zone changes in plants with altered meristem size.
The central zone is a region of cells in the center of the meristem where auxin accumulation and
differentiation is inactive. Changing the size of this region would change the number of cells auxin
needs to be transported through in order to achieve the same divergence angles. So a model that
captures this phenomenon would probably be a better representation of reality and help us better
understand phyllotaxis in the future.